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ABSTRACT
The shear strength of faults is an important factor in earthquake hazard
assessment, and in understanding the earthquake process and the forces that drive
tectonic deformation.

However, on the basis of both geomechanical and thermal

observations, many plate boundary faults, including the San Andreas Fault (SAF) in
California, have been interpreted to slip at shear stresses considerably less than predicted
by laboratory-derived friction laws and for hydrostatic fluid pressures. An understanding
of whether plate-boundary faults truly are “weak” and the potential causes for such
weakness are thus key unknowns in the physics of faulting.

In the first section of this

thesis, I evaluate whether thermal and hydrologic effects might disturb heat flow data
which are used to interpret the strength of the SAF. Using numerical models of coupled
fluid flow and heat transport, and by comparing model results with observational
constraints, I show that redistribution of heat by groundwater flow is an unlikely
explanation for the lack of a near fault increase in heat flow that would be associated with
frictional heat generation on a strong fault (i.e. one that supports large shear stresses). I
also show that the effects of topographic and subsurface refraction may account for
previously unexplained spatial scatter in heat flow data around the fault, but even with
these effects the data are most consistent with little or no frictional heat generation.
In the second section of this thesis, I evaluate hypotheses invoking regional
sources of fluid resulting from metamorphic dehydration reactions within the crust or
upper mantle as mechanisms that generate large fluid overpressures within the fault zone
required to explain the apparent weakness of the SAF. I calculate reasonable fluid source
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terms for both crustal and mantle dehydration following the creation of the SAF. I show
that crustal dehydration sources are too small and short-lived to generate large
overpressures, but it is plausible that a source of mantle-derived water contributes toward
generating large overpressures.

The results also illustrate how different fault zone

hydraulic architectures affect overpressure generation, and highlight the role of dipping
country rock permeability anisotropy in fluid pressure localization.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Weak Faults and the San Andreas Stress-Heat Flow Paradox
Many plate boundary faults, including the San Andreas Fault (SAF) in California,
have been interpreted to slip at shear stresses considerably less than those predicted by
laboratory-derived friction laws and for hydrostatic fluid pressures [e.g. Lachenbruch and
Sass, 1980; Zoback et al. 1987; Hickman et al., 1991]. The shear strength of faults,
especially at plate boundaries, is an important factor in earthquake hazard assessment,
and in understanding the earthquake process and the forces that drive tectonic
deformation. For the San Andreas Fault, there are two primary observations that suggest
that the fault is “weak” (i.e. supports very little shear stress):

1) heat flow data do not

reveal a near fault increase as expected for millions of years of frictional heat generation
on the fault [e.g. Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980; Sass et al., 1997], and 2) the direction of
the maximum principal compressive stress in the surrounding country rock is at a very
high with the fault (up to 85o) along much of its length, indicating low resolved shear
stress on the active fault plane (<10 MPa averaged over the seismogenic crust) [e.g.
Zoback et al., 1987; Hardebeck and Hauksson, 1999; Townend and Zoback, 2004]. This
disagreement between observations and theory is known as the San Andreas “Stress-Heat
Flow Paradox.” Similar observations have been made at other plate boundaries as well,
suggesting that this behavior is common among the Earth’s major fault systems [e.g.
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Hickman et al., 1991; Wang et al., 1995; Mount and Suppe, 1992; Byrne and Fisher,
1989].
An understanding of whether plate-boundary faults truly are weak, and of the
potential causes for such weakness are key unknowns in the physics of faulting.
However, much of our understanding of the strength of the SAF and other plate boundary
faults is limited by a lack of knowledge regarding the effect of hydrologic and thermal
processes which may have the potential to either weaken faults or disturb the data used to
interpret their strength. In this thesis, I present four chapters in the form of manuscripts
that evaluate fluid flow and heat transport processes and their associated effects related to
the strength of the SAF.

1.2 Section 1: Evaluation of Heat Flow Data in Terms of Fault Strength
The most compelling indication of a “weak SAF” is provided by heat flow data
which do not reveal any increase in heat flow near the fault as expected by conductive
models of frictional heat generation on a fault with coefficients of friction typical for rock
and fault gouge and assumed hydrostatic fluid pressures [e.g. Lachenbruch and Sass,
1980]. Heat flow data in the Coast Ranges of Northern and Central California are also
noteworthy in that they exhibit considerable unexplained spatial scatter [Lachenbruch and
Sass, 1980; Sass et al., 1997]. Some authors have argued that interpretations of stress
measurements are flawed and that the fault may support large shear stresses as predicted
(i.e. the fault is “strong”), but that the frictional heat has been washed away by
groundwater flow [e.g. Scholz and Hanks, 2004; Scholz, 2000; Anderson, 1986].

An
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understanding of whether the missing frictional heat signature has been washed away or
is being masked by the effects of other conductive and advective processes is essential in
order to fully interpret the heat flow data in terms of fault strength.
The first section of this dissertation (Chapters 2 and 3) provides a systematic
evaluation of potential thermal and hydrologic processes that can affect heat flow.
Together, these chapters address the following questions:

•

Could the San Andreas Fault be strong, but its frictional heat signature has been
washed away by groundwater flow?

•

Could the effects of topography and/or subsurface heterogeneity create spatial
scatter in heat flow such that these effects mask a near-fault heat flow anomaly?

These questions are addressed by re-evaluating heat flow data in a focus area in
Central California. In addition, numerical models of fluid flow and heat transport are
used to assess the effects of hydrologic and thermal processes on heat flow for a range of
reasonable geologic scenarios. The results from the numerical models are compared with
observations to assess their validity of each model scenario.

4
1.2.1 Chapter 2: Conductive terrain effects and the effects of topographically-driven
groundwater flow
In Chapter 2*, I fully correct raw heat flow data in the Parkfield region for 3-D
terrain effects. The corrected data are then compared with simulated heat flow, also
fully-corrected for topography, from numerical models of topographically-driven
groundwater flow that are run for a range of assumed permeability architectures. Terrain
effects, which include the effect of topography, hill slope orientation, and the relationship
between surface temperature and elevation, can account for a considerable amount,
although not all, of the scatter in the data. By comparing the fully-corrected data to the
modeling results and taking into account hydrologic observations and spatial patterns in
the heat flow data, I show that groundwater flow is an unlikely explanation for the lack of
a heat flow anomaly from a strong fault.

The corrected data are most consistent with

model scenarios that include little frictional heat production, consistent with an average
shear strength of <20 MPa.

1.2.2 Chapter 3: The effects of subsurface heterogeneity on heat flow
In Chapter 3†, I evaluate the effects of subsurface heterogeneity on heat flow,
particularly the effects of thermal refraction caused by thermal conductivity contrasts. I

*

Chapter 2 is published as “Fulton, P.M., D.M. Saffer, R.N. Harris, and B.A. Bekins (2004), Re-evaluation
of heat flow data near Parkfield, CA: Evidence for a weak San Andreas Fault, Geophys. Res. Lett., 31,
L15S15, doi: 10.1029/2003GL019378.”
†

Chapter 3 is submitted for publication as “Fulton, P.M. and D.M. Saffer (2008), The Effect of Thermal
Refraction on Heat Flow near the San Andreas Fault, Parkfield, CA.”
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show that for the Parkfield, CA region, heat flow is most sensitive to the thermal
conductivity contrast between Tertiary sediments and basement rocks (Salinian Granite to
the SW and Franciscan Complex to the NE), and to the relief along this geologic contact.
With numerical simulations for a range of reasonable thermal conductivity contrasts,
constrained by thermal conductivity measurements from within the region and
incorporating basement topography resolved by geophysical surveys across the fault, I
show that thermal refraction can explain much of the remaining scatter in heat flow data.
However, even in the most extreme scenarios, refraction effects are unable to mask the
frictional heat signature from a strong fault.

1.3 Section 2: Evaluation of Regional Dehydration Sources as a Mechanism for
Generating Large Localized Fluid Overpressures
The second section of this dissertation addresses unresolved questions concerning
the potential cause of fault weakness. One popular explanation for a weak SAF has been
that large fluid overpressures exist locally within the fault zone [e.g. Hardebeck and
Hauksson, 1999; Rice, 1992; Hickman, 1991].

Fluid overpressures, or pressures

markedly above hydrostatic, reduce effective normal stress and the amount of shear stress
required for slip to occur [Hubbert and Rubey, 1959]. However, mechanisms that could
generate and/or maintain such large fault-weakening fluid pressures within the fault zone
in a manner consistent with both thermal and mechanical constraints are not well
characterized, nor have their potential effects been quantified. The large angle between
the maximum horizontal compressive stress and the SAF implies that the fault acts as a
weak plane within much stronger crust. For fluid pressures to explain this relative
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weakness, they must be considerably greater within the fault zone than in the surrounding
crust (i.e. localized overpressures). An alternative explanation is that extremely low
friction coefficient material exists locally within the fault zone [e.g. Moore and Rymer,
2007]. In Chapter 5, I derive the fluid pressure values necessary to explain a weak SAF
if the relative weakness results from a combination of both low friction coefficient
material and high fluid pressures localized within the fault zone. I illustrate that for the
range of inferred orientations between the maximum horizontal principal stress and the
SAF, moderately low friction coefficient material within the fault zone (µ ~ 0.3) does not
greatly reduce the fluid pressure necessary within the fault zone to explain a weak SAF.
Although

several

mechanisms

have been hypothesized for generating

overpressures within or surrounding the SAF [Rice, 1992; Sleep & Blanpied, 1992;
Berry, 1973; Irwin & Barnes, 1975; Andrews, 2002], few have been rigorously evaluated
in the context of realistic driving forces and 2-D hydrogeology. The second section of
this dissertation provides an evaluation of hypotheses that invoke a regional source of
fluids within the subsurface to generate large overpressures that are localized within the
fault zone with the aid of 2-D hydrogeologic structures [e.g. Rice, 1992; Irwin and
Barnes, 1975]. These hypotheses predict that overpressures are generated by additional
fluids entering the hydrologic system at depth, due to the metamorphic dehydration of
rocks within the crust and/or upper mantle. Because dehydration of rock is dependent on
P-T history, these mechanisms are closely related to the thermal history of the lithosphere
following the creation of the SAF. The chapters within this section (Chapters 4 and 5)
present calculations for realistic fluid source values from dehydration over both space and
time. These sources are then implemented in numerical models of fluid flow and heat
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transport within the seismogenic crust to determine the potential role of these fluids in
generating overpressures that weaken the fault in a manner consistent with the thermal,
mechanical, and hydrologic observations.

1.3.1 Chapter 4: Crustal dehydration along with 2-D hydrogeologic structures and
fault zone architectures
Chapter 4‡ provides the first quantitative evaluation of the long-standing
hypothesis of Irwin and Barnes [1975], which proposes that fluids produced during
metamorphic dehydration within the crust following the creation of the SAF drive
elevated fluid pressures along the SAF. To determine whether the crustal dehydration is
sufficient to generate fault-weakening overpressures along the SAF, I calculate realistic
values for the release of water associated with crustal dehydration over space and time,
using existing thermal models and thermodynamic equilibria. I then implement these
sources in transient 2-D models of coupled fluid flow and heat transport in which I
consider a wide range of permeability architectures. I show that crustal dehydration fluid
sources are generally too small and short-lived to generate or sustain large overpressures.
Additionally, this work highlights the difficulty for simple 2-D hydrogeologic and fault
zone structures, like those hypothesized by Irwin and Barnes [1975], to localize
overpressures within or along a near vertical fault zone. None of the scenarios evaluated
resulted in localized overpressures within the fault zone. Simulations with a fault conduit

‡

Chapter 4 has been submitted for publication as “Fulton, P.M., D.M. Saffer, and B.A. Bekins (2008),
Debunking crustal dehydration as the cause of a weak and overpressured San Andreas Fault.”
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result in higher pressures outside of the fault zone then within it, whereas a fault acting as
a barrier results in only modest fluid pressures that are greatest NE of the SAF rather than
localized within the fault zone.

1.3.2 Chapter 5: Mantle-derived fluids and permeability anisotropy
In Chapter 5§, the final chapter of this thesis, I present an effective model for how
a realistic source of mantle-derived water could generate large localized fluid pressures
along the SAF. A source of mantle-derived fluids that flux into the overlying crust has
been another long-standing hypothesis for developing elevated fluid pressures within the
SAF [e.g. Kirby et al., 2002; Faulkner and Rutter, 2001; Kharaka et al., 1999; Kennedy et
al., 1997]. However, although there is some geochemical evidence for mantle-derived
fluids NE of the fault zone, existing models have evaluated only 1) a source of just CO2
within 1-D models [Wiersberg and Erzinger, 2007; Faulkner and Rutter, 2001; Kharaka
et al., 1999; Kennedy et al., 1997], or 2) have assumed a pressure boundary at the base of
the crust and require a fault acting as a conduit within very low permeability country rock
[Rice, 1992]. Observations that suggest the fault acts as a barrier within more permeable
country rock are inconsistent with such a model [e.g. Wiersberg and Erzinger, 2007].
In this chapter, I calculate a reasonable estimate of the magnitude and location of
a mantle-derived flux of water into the crust resulting from serpentinized mantle wedge
that dehydrates following the creation of the SAF [Kirby et al., 2002]. By implementing

§

Chapter 5 will be submitted for publication as “Fulton, P.M. and D.M. Saffer (2008), The potential role of
mantle-derived fluids in weakening the San Andreas Fault.”
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these sources in 2-D cross-sectional models of coupled fluid flow and heat transport, I
show that with realistic permeability anisotropy, controlled by NE-dipping faults and
fractures within the country rock, large localized fluid pressures are focused towards a
SAF acting as a barrier. The results illustrate a reasonably simple means of weakening
the SAF in a manner generally consistent with hydrologic, thermal, and mechanical
observations.

1.4 Summary
Together, the two sections of this dissertation assess the extent of hydrologic and
thermal processes, and their relationship to our understanding of the mechanical strength
of the SAF, from two contrasting perspectives:
First, by assessing processes predominantly within the upper crust, which have
the potential to disturb heat flow and possibly mask the heat signature from a strong fault,
an improved interpretation of the fault’s strength is achieved. In addition, an increased
understanding of the processes that may explain the observed spatial scatter in heat flow
data is obtained. Chapter 2 shows that 3-D terrain effects can explain some, but not all,
of the observed spatial scatter, and that topographically-driven groundwater flow is an
unlikely explanation for the lack of a near-fault heat flow anomaly. Chapter 3 illustrates
that thermal refraction from subsurface heterogeneity is a likely explanation for the
remaining heat flow scatter, but is also unlikely to mask the frictional heat signature from
a strong fault.
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Secondly, by assessing processes predominantly within the mid- to lower crust
and upper mantle, two long-standing hypotheses for fluid-source mechanisms in
generating fault-weakening overpressures along the SAF are evaluated quantitatively.
Chapter 4 shows that crustal dehydration is an unlikely explanation for a weak SAF,
because the resulting fluid sources are too small and short-lived to generate or sustain
large overpressures. In contrast, Chapter 5 shows that with a reasonable estimate for a
flux of mantle-derived water into the crust, large overpressures may be generated. In
addition, it is illustrated that dipping faults and fractures within the country rock may
provide a plausible mechanism for localizing large pressures within fault zones in a
manner that could explain both the apparent weakness of the SAF and possibly other
plate boundary faults.
Overall, there are at least two major conclusions that this thesis contributes
towards an understanding of the strength of the SAF: 1) even when additional conductive
and advective effects are considered, heat flow data within Central California are most
consistent with a fault that produces very little frictional heat, and thus provide a strong
argument for a weak SAF; and 2) although estimates of fluid sources from crustal
dehydration are too small and short-lived to generate large overpressures, it is plausible
that a realistic mantle source of water contributes toward the generation of substation
overpressures. In addition, permeability anisotropy controlled by NE-dipping faults and
fractures may play an important role in localizing fluid pressures along the fault zone,
such that the apparent weakness of the SAF could be explained by large localized fluid
pressures in a manner consistent with observations.
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Chapter 2
Re-evaluation of heat flow data near Parkfield, CA: Evidence for a weak San
Andreas Fault**
Abstract
Improved interpretations of the strength of the San Andreas Fault near Parkfield,
CA based on thermal data require quantification of processes causing significant scatter
and uncertainty in existing heat flow data. These effects include topographic refraction,
heat advection by topographically-driven groundwater flow, and uncertainty in thermal
conductivity. Here, we re-evaluate the heat flow data in this area by correcting for full 3D terrain effects. We then investigate the potential role of groundwater flow in
redistributing fault-generated heat, using numerical models of coupled heat and fluid flow
for a wide range of hydrologic scenarios. We find that a large degree of the scatter in the
data can be accounted for by 3-D terrain effects, and that for plausible groundwater flow
scenarios frictional heat generated along a strong fault is unlikely to be redistributed by
topographically-driven groundwater flow in a manner consistent with the 3-D corrected
data.

**

The content of this chapter is published as “Fulton, P.M., D.M. Saffer, R.N. Harris, and B.A. Bekins
(2004), Re-evaluation of heat flow data near Parkfield, CA: Evidence for a weak San Andreas Fault,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 31, L15S15, doi: 10.1029/2003GL019378.”
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2.1 Introduction
The San Andreas Fault (SAF) has been interpreted to be anomalously weak on the
basis of both mechanical and thermal data [Zoback et al., 1987; Lachenbruch & Sass,
1980 (herein referred to as L&S, 1980)]. Maximum stress orientations inferred from
borehole breakouts and earthquake focal mechanisms have been interpreted as evidence
that the fault is weak (i.e. it supports shear stresses <20 MPa averaged over the
seismogenic crust, ~5 times less than expected for hydrostatic pore pressure and
laboratory-derived friction laws) [e.g., Zoback et al., 1987]. However, interpretation of
the stress orientation data is controversial; the data have been variously interpreted to
indicate a weak fault in a strong crust [e.g., Townend and Zoback, 2004], a weak fault in
a weak crust [Hardebeck and Hauksson, 1999], and a strong fault in a strong crust
[Scholz, 2000]. The lack of a detectable heat flow anomaly across the fault - as is
predicted by conductive models for frictional heating along a strong fault - has also been
interpreted as indicating a weak fault [L&S, 1980]. However, considerable uncertainty
remains regarding the effects of real-world variants from the no-topography, pureconduction model on observed heat flow, and there is a large degree of scatter in the
Coast Range heat flow surrounding the SAF which is to date unexplained [e.g., L&S,
1980; Sass et al., 1997]. It has been argued that a strong SAF may actually generate
frictional heat, but hydrogeologic effects and scatter in the heat flow data mask the
expected thermal anomaly [Scholz, 2000].
Processes that can potentially have significant effects on surficial determinations
of heat flow include heat advection by thermally-driven convection or topographically-
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driven groundwater flow, topographic refraction, refraction caused by variable thermal
conductivity, uncertainty in thermal conductivity, uplift and erosion, and significant
variability in heat production. Saffer et al. [2003] evaluated the effects of
topographically-driven groundwater flow on heat flow near the SAF for a suite of
hydrogeologic and fault strength scenarios. They were able to rule out frictional heating
along a strong SAF in the Mojave Desert, but the results were inconclusive at Parkfield
due to the large degree of scatter in the data, uncertainty in the degree of 3-D terrain
effects not accounted for in the present heat flow dataset, and incomplete correction for
topography in their 2-D models.
Here, we re-examine the heat flow data surrounding the SAFOD site near Parkfield
(Figure 2.1) and re-evaluate the possibility that a frictional heat source from a strong SAF
may be obscured by topographically-driven groundwater flow. First, we re-correct the
raw temperature data for full 3-D terrain effects. We then compare the 3-D corrected data
to simulated heat flow from numerical models that couple groundwater flow and heat
transport. The models incorporate a range of hydrologic scenarios along three crosssections perpendicular to the fault near the SAFOD site (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Shaded relief map of Parkfield area showing model transects (white lines),
locations of existing heat flow measurements (black circles), the SAFOD site (star), and
mapped faults in the region (black lines).
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2.2 Methods

2.2.1 3-D Terrain Corrections
Terrain effects are disturbances to the background temperature regime within the
solid Earth caused by 3-D heat transfer due to topography, variable solar insolation, and
variations in thermal and radioactive properties of the Earth’s surface [Blackwell et al.,
1980]. Most of the heat flow measurements we use in this study have previously been
published with limited 2-D terrain corrections, which use exact solutions for simple
geometric shapes that approximate the true topographic surface along a transect
perpendicular to the general strike of topography. These models assume a constant
surface temperature or one that varies linearly with elevation, and do not take into
account effects of variable solar insolation that may alter the surface temperature around
a borehole. Blackwell et al. [1980] note that in cases where there is appreciable
topographic variation, and especially if the topography is dominantly of one sign (i.e. on
a hilltop or in a canyon), these solutions are unsatisfactory for boreholes with depths <
300 m.
We correct the raw temperature data using a more complete terrain correction,
which takes into account 3-D topography and solar insolation effects [Blackwell et al.,
1980]. We calculate the surface temperature field as a function of variations in elevation
coupled with a lapse rate and in solar insolation due to the angle and azimuth of terrain
slopes [e.g., Powell, 1997]. Estimated surface temperatures are fit with a Fourier series
and upward continued (z positive down) [Blackwell et al., 1980, equation 7], to find the
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subsurface temperature field free of terrain effects. We have applied the correction for 22
boreholes near Parkfield, CA, and report the least squares fit corrected gradient over a
depth interval of known thermal conductivity (Table 2.1). Heat flow (q) is calculated by:

q = - λavgdT/dz

(2.1)

where λavg is the mean thermal conductivity over the depth interval, and dT/dz is the
corrected thermal gradient over the same interval.
The corrected gradient for each borehole is well constrained; however, thermal
conductivity values are subject to large uncertainties, mainly due to undersampling. For
some boreholes, thermal conductivity data are not available and values are based on
formation averages [e.g., Sass et al., 1997]. We define error bars for the heat flow data
(Table 2.1, Figure 2.3) as the product of standard deviation of thermal conductivity (σλ)
and the corrected gradient:

q = - λavgdT/dz ± σλ dT/dz

(2.2)

2.2.2 Topographically-driven Groundwater Flow
To evaluate the possibility that the SAF generates frictional heat, but that the
thermal signal is masked by the effects of groundwater flow, we simulate 2-D coupled
heat and fluid flow along three transects (Figure 2.1) for a series of groundwater flow and
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Table 2.1: 3-D Corrected Heat Flow Data Near Parkfield, CA
Well ID

Ref.

1

dT/dz
q
σq
-1
-2
[ C km ] [mW m ]
EADE
a
30.19
84 ± 6
EDE2
a
32.68
82 ± 7
FROL
a
35.31
72 ± 7
PDCH
a
47.41
85 ± 9
PDCH_deep a
34.08
68 ± 26
PDCH_avg
a
77 ± 17
PDDL
a 1.92 ± 0.14 0
61-304
37.80
73 ± 5
PDHF
a 2.77 ± 0.20 0
91-305
33.01
91 ± 7
PDJC
a 3.29 ± 0.20 4
119-131
25.30
83 ± 5
PDJC_deep
a 2.84 ± 0.22 9
162-179
27.76
79 ± 6
PDJC_avg
a
81 ± 4
PDL2
a 1.92 ± 0.14 18
91-207
35.44
68 ± 5
PDRH
a 2.04 ± 0.10 5
183-228
31.12
63 ± 3
PDSC
a 2.77 ± 0.20 0
61-122
23.60
65 ± 5
PDSM
a 1.50 ± 0.10 4
80-182
47.79
72 ± 5
PDSM_deep a 3.20 ± 0.20 2
182-298
28.27
90 ± 6
PDSM_avg
a
81 ± 0
PDWC
a 1.80 ± 0.20 0
187-302
38.92
70 ± 8
PHF2
a 2.77 ± 0.20 0
122-305
30.77
85 ± 6
PPC2
a 1.92 ± 0.14 0
122-203
39.42
76 ± 6
PR1
b 1.07 ± 0.13 15 182.9-219.6 73.73
79 ± 9
PR2
b 1.07 ± 0.13 0 70.1-128.1 68.29
73 ± 9
PR3
b 1.07 ± 0.13 0
60-120
87.93
94 ± 11
PR4
b 1.60 ± 0.02 3
265-280
52.41
84 ± 1
PSC2
a 2.55 ± 0.20 4
152-303
30.79
79 ± 6
USL
b 1.07 ± 0.13 0
400-475
78.18
84 ± 10
VARN
a 2.20 ± 0.20 14
63-226
36.87
81 ± 7
VARN_deep
a 2.50 ± 0.20 11
226-304
29.10
73 ± 6
VARN_avg
a
77 ± 2
VARP
a 2.03 ± 0.09 7 1219-1555 35.16
71 ± 3
1
a) L&S, 1980 b) Sass et al., 1997
#λ
λ
σλ
-1
-1
[W m K ]
2.77 ± 0.20 0
2.52 ± 0.22 9
2.05 ± 0.20 24
1.80 ± 0.20 0
2.00 ± 0.75 0

z1 –z2
[m]
152-258
177-277
152-277
61-182
232-305

o
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fault strength scenarios. The models we use to simulate heat flow are an adaptation of the
pure-conduction models of L&S [1980] in which we include a topographic surface and
allow for fluid flow [e.g., Saffer et al., 2003]. We solve the steady-state coupled fluid and
heat flow equations with the finite-element code, SUTRA [Voss, 1984]. The side
boundaries of each cross-sectional model coincide with regional groundwater divides and
are set as no-flow boundaries for fluid and heat. We assign the water table at the top
surface, defined by the topography along each cross-section, and specify the surface
temperature with an atmospheric lapse rate of 6.9 K/km. We assign a basal heat flux of
78 mW/m2 along the bottom boundary, equivalent to the regional average for the Central
Coast Ranges [L&S, 1980].
To simulate a strong fault, we include a line heat source at the fault that increases
linearly with depth by 8.85 mW/m2 per km (consistent with a shear-stress gradient of 9
MPa/km and a long-term average slip rate of 3.1 cm yr-1). To simulate a weak fault we
include a heat source increasing linearly with depth by 1.97 mW/m2 per km (reflecting a
shear-stress gradient of 2 MPa/km). We evaluate a range of groundwater flow scenarios
by defining permeability (k) within the model domain. We consider a suite of scenarios in
which k is homogeneous, ranging from 10-17 to 10-15 m2, and two cases in which k
decreases exponentially with depth [e.g., Ingebritsen & Manning, 1999; Williams &
Narisimhan, 1989]:

f(depth)high : log (kxx) = -14-3.2 log (z) ; kzz = kxx/10

(2.3)

f(depth)low : log (kxx) = -15-3.2 log (z) ; kzz = kxx/10

(2.4)
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We report simulated heat flow values computed from the modeled steady-state
temperature field at the depth interval between 100-200 m, and corrected for topographic
effects along the model transect using a 2-D solid-angle method [Birch, 1950].

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Terrain Correction

The degree of scatter in heat flow data is greatly reduced by applying the 3-D
terrain correction (Figure 2.2). Standard deviation is reduced by 26% from the previously
published data. The largest corrections generally occur for boreholes with published heat
flow values that deviated significantly from the regional average. Published values
greater than 86 mW/m2 are reduced by up to 11 mW/m2, and 5.6 mW/m2 on average;
published values less than 70 mW/m2 are increased by as much as 11 mW/m2, and 4.1
mW/m2 on average.
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Figure 2.2: 3-D corrected heat flow data (solid circles) and previously published data
(open symbols) vs. distance from the SAF.
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Similarly, correction of simulated heat flow for 2-D model topography – not fully
accounted for in previous studies – significantly reduces the scatter in these values,
allowing the thermal signature from heating along a strong vs. a weak SAF to be more
distinguishable. Importantly, the large degree of scatter in both the published dataset and
their simulated heat flow led Saffer et al. [2003] to conclude that observed heat flow
could be consistent with either a strong or weak SAF near Parkfield. With the 3-D
corrections, there are no indications of a statistically significant pattern of higher heat
flow near the fault as expected if it were strong. Additional effects on heat flow due to
uplift and erosion, thermally-driven convection, or variability in thermal conductivity and
heat production are considered small or unlikely causes for masking a heat-flow anomaly
generated by a strong SAF [e.g., Williams and Narisimhan, 1989; Lachenbruch et al.,
1992].

2.3.2 Fault Strength and the Extent of Groundwater Flow

To evaluate plausible fault strength scenarios, we visually compare simulated heat
flow to the 3-D corrected data along the model profiles (Figure 2.3) and compare the
observed and modeled heat flow difference near and far from the SAF (Figure 2.4a). We
then identify plausible groundwater flow scenarios by comparing the variability in
modeled heat flow with that observed.
For conduction-dominated heat transport (k < 10-16 m2), strong fault models
predict a fault-centered heat flow anomaly of peak magnitude 31-37 mW/m2 (Figure
2.3a), which overpredicts heat flow within 9 km of the fault. If the actual regional heat
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flow is lower than the basal heat flux used in our models (78 mW/m2), it would be
possible to fit some near-fault data with a strong fault model. However, in order to fit the
data within 9 km of the fault in this manner, a downward static shift of ~30 mW/m2
would be needed, implying a regional heat flow of ~48 mW/m2. This is an unrealistic
value for the regional average; L&S [1980] report only one value < 50 mW/m2 within
200 km of the Parkfield area. Furthermore, this static shift is inconsistent with heat flow
values away from the fault.
In contrast, conductive models that incorporate heating along a weak fault predict
a small near-fault anomaly, and fit the data better both near and away from the fault –
including the deep heat flow determination from the SAFOD site [Williams et al., 2004]
(Figure 2.3a). Simulated heat flow for frictional heating along a strong fault is consistent
with the data only for models that allow significant near-surface groundwater flow (k >
10-16 m2 and f(depth)high), whereas simulations that incorporate frictional heating along a
weak fault are generally consistent with the data for all groundwater flow scenarios we
investigated (e.g., Figure 2.3).
For strong fault scenarios, models predict a systematic difference between heat
flow near and away from the SAF for many of the groundwater flow scenarios (Fig.
2.4a). The data indicate a difference of only 2.3 ± 10.5 mW/m2. The large uncertainty
results from remaining scatter even in the 3-D corrected data, and, in many cases, large
uncertainty in thermal conductivity. Based on the observed difference between heat flow
near and away from the SAF, heat generation on a weak fault is consistently allowable,
whereas heating along a strong fault is consistent only for the highest permeability
models (k > 5x10-16 m2) in which the surface expression of frictional heating is no longer
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distinguishable. These higher permeabilities allow for significant near-surface
groundwater flow which results in a high degree of variability in simulated heat flow.
To identify plausible groundwater flow scenarios, we compare the variability in
heat flow observed in the 3-D corrected data to modeled heat flow over the same spatial
window (-18.2 to 4.3 km from the fault) (Figure 2.4b). Simulations with permeabilities >
10-16 m2 in the upper km drive recharge rates > ~1 cm/yr, resulting in significantly larger
variability in the heat flow than observed (Figure 2.4b). On this basis, and based upon the
lack of a pronounced relationship between observed heat flow and elevation [Saffer et al.,
2003], we consider scenarios characterized by such high groundwater fluxes to be
unreasonable. Williams et al. [2004] note that the depth extent of seismicity corresponds
to a temperature of ~350 oC projected downward using surface heat flow, further
suggesting that the heat flow measurements are not highly disturbed by advection.

2.4 Conclusions

Much of the scatter in the previously published heat flow data near Parkfield can
be accounted for by 3-D terrain effects. The 3-D terrain corrected data show no
discernable fault-centered thermal anomaly within the uncertainty of thermal
conductivity values, and are most consistent with a small degree of heat generation along
the SAF. Simulated heat flow for all groundwater flow scenarios that incorporate a weak
fault is generally consistent with the data. Models that incorporate frictional heating
along a strong fault are only consistent with the data for high-permeability scenarios that
allow significant near-surface groundwater flow. We rule out the plausibility of these
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advection-dominated scenarios because they predict a high degree of variability in the
heat flow, which is not observed. Thus, for plausible groundwater flow scenarios,
simulated heat flow is most consistent with heat generation along a weak SAF. This
corresponds well with recent analyses of stress data which imply that fault strength is
“extremely low” in Central California [Townend and Zoback, 2004]. We conclude that
frictional heat generated along a strong fault is unlikely to be redistributed by
topographically-driven groundwater flow in a manner that would be consistent with the
data when fully corrected for terrain effects.
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Chapter 3
The Effect of Thermal Refraction on Heat Flow near the San Andreas Fault,
Parkfield, CA††
Abstract
Heat flow data near the San Andreas Fault (SAF) do not reveal a near-fault
anomaly as expected from frictional heat generation, suggesting that the fault slips at very
low shear stresses (i.e. it is “weak”). The data also contain large unexplained scatter,
which has been a separate major issue in the analysis of heat flow within the California
Coast Ranges. Through numerical modeling and sensitivity analysis, we evaluate the
hypothesis that thermal refraction, due to contrasts in thermal conductivity in the
subsurface, produces heat flow scatter that both obscures the thermal signature of a
“strong” fault which supports large shear stresses, and causes the observed scatter in the
data. Our study focuses on the region around the San Andreas Fault Observatory at
Depth (SAFOD) near Parkfield, CA. Our results show that surface heat flow is most
sensitive to the contrast between Tertiary sediments and basement rocks, and to
wavelengths of basement topography of ~10 km. With realistic thermal conductivity
contrasts and a reasonable interpretation of this geologic contact, we show that thermal
refraction is a plausible explanation for the observed heat flow scatter.

Although

refraction can explain much of the scatter in the data, it is unable to mask the signature of

††

The content of this chapter is submitted for publication as “Fulton, P.M. and D.M. Saffer (2008), The
Effect of Thermal Refraction on Heat Flow near the San Andreas Fault, Parkfield, CA.”
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a strong SAF in a manner consistent with observations. We show that even with large
refraction effects, low background heat flow, a regional NW-SE decrease in heat flow, or
non-steady state heat transport, the data are most consistent with a fault that produces
little to no frictional heat.

3.1 Introduction
Heat flow data from the California Coast Ranges are noteworthy in that they: 1)
do not show evidence of a near-fault thermal anomaly as expected from frictional heating
on the San Andreas Fault (SAF); and 2) exhibit considerable unexplained spatial scatter
that is not observed elsewhere in the California dataset – as much as 15 mW/m2 variation
over distances of 5-10 km (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980; Sass et al., 1997; Fulton et al.,
2004; Williams et al., 2004). With a long-term average slip rate of ~20-40 mm/yr and
shear stresses calculated for hydrostatic fluid pressures and coefficients of friction typical
for rock and fault gouge, models predict a near-fault heat flow anomaly of ~40 mWm-2
(e.g. Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980). The lack of an observable increase in heat flow near
the fault has been one of the principal arguments suggesting that the SAF is “weak”,
meaning that it slips at an average shear stress < 20 MPa (e.g. Lachenbruch and Sass,
1980).
In order to best interpret heat flow data, it is necessary to understand the potential
effects of processes which may affect heat flow measurements or mask the signature of
frictional heating.

These processes include advection by topographically-driven

groundwater flow or thermally-driven convection, and conductive processes such as
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Figure 3.1: Map showing the region surrounding Parkfield, CA and the San Andreas
Fault Observatory at Depth (star) with the location of heat flow boreholes and their
associated heat flow value identified. The San Andreas and related faults are shown in
black. Our model transect (white line) extends 25 km in each direction away from the
SAF.
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uplift and erosion or sedimentation, topographic refraction, and the effects of subsurface
heterogeneity in thermal properties.

Here, we characterize the possible effects of

subsurface heterogeneity on heat flow in a focus area surrounding the San Andreas Fault
Observatory at Depth (SAFOD) near Parkfield, CA (Fig. 3.1). This region in Central
California is at the southern end of the Coast Ranges where the SAF transitions from a
creeping section to the North into a locked section that slips in large earthquakes. Many
of the other processes that can affect heat flow have previously been characterized in this
area, but substantial unexplained scatter remains (Fulton et al., 2004; Saffer et al., 2003;
Williams and Narisimhan, 1999; d’Alessio and Williams, 2007; d’Alessio et al., 2006;
Blythe et al., 2004; Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980). Thus, this is an ideal location to
explore the hypothesis that subsurface heterogeneity may cause substantial scatter in heat
flow, and that it potentially masks the frictional heat signature of a “strong” fault.

3.1.1 Data Uncertainty and Processes Affecting Near-Surface Heat Flow
Heat flow data from the region around Parkfield are shown in Figure 3.2. Heat
flow is determined by measuring the vertical temperature gradient and multiplying by the
thermal conductivity λ of the surrounding rock:

q = −λ

∂T
∂z

Eq. 3.1

All variables in our analysis, and their definitions, are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: Heat flow data within the region, fully-corrected for terrain effects (Fulton et
al., 2004) and plotted as a function of distance from the SAF. Open circles represent data
where thermal conductivity was determined from samples within that borehole, closed
circles use formation average thermal conductivity. Error-bars represent the uncertainty
caused by the standard deviation in thermal conductivity values.
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Table 3.1: Definition of variables
Variable
A
Αo
Amp
co
cp
EG
EH
ER
ET
g
H
K
L
M
M1
M2
M3
Pp
q
qo
R
SH
Sh
Sv’
T
u
v
X
z
zavg

∆τ
η
λ
λ
µ
θ

ρ
σ’
σ1
σ2
σ3
σmean
σn
σv
τ
τ
τ0
τ1
τa
τF

τFavg
τψ
ψ

Parameter
Area of fault surface
Radiogenic heat production
Amplitude of basement topography
Cohesive strength
Heat capacity
Energy consumed making new surface
area
Frictional heat generated during an
earthquake
Radiated energy during an earthquake
Total Work during an earthquake
Gravitational acceleration
Long-term average rate of frictional
heat production per unit area of fault
Thermal diffusivity
Eq. 25; parameter used in relating a
principal stress to yield strength
Eq. 26 – 28
Parameter used in relating σ1’ to yield
strength
Parameter used in relating σ2’ to yield
strength
Parameter used in relating σ3’ to yield
strength
Pore pressure
Heat flow
Background heat flow value
Ratio between thermal conductivities
Maximum horizontal stress
Minimum horizontal stress
Effective overburden stress
Temperature
Fault displacement
Long-term average slip rate
Eq. 29; parameter describing σ2
relative to σ1 and σ3
Depth
Mid-point between surface and
seismic cut-off depth.
Static stress drop (τ1 - τ0)
Seismic efficiency, fraction of total
energy as seismic radiation
Thermal conductivity
Average of basement and sediment λ
Coefficient of friction
Angle between a plane optimallyoriented for failure and SH
Density
Effective stress (σ - Pp)
Maximum principal stress
Intermediate magnitude principal
stress
Minimum principal stress
Mean stress
Normal stress
Overburden stress
Shear stress
Average shear stress during fault slip
Shear stress prior to fault slip
(assumed to equal τF)
Shear stress after fault slip
Apparent stress
Residual yield strength
Depth-averaged yield strength of fault
Shear stress on non-optimally oriented
plane
Angle between fault and SH, nonoptimally oriented for failure

Units
m2 (L2)
-3
W.m (ML-1t-3)
m (L)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
J.kg-1K-1 (LT-1t-2)
J (ML2t-2)
J (ML2t-2)
J (ML2t-2)
J (ML2t-2)
m.s-2 (L/t2)
Wm-2 (Mt-3)
m2s-1 (L2/t)
-----Pa (ML-1t-2)
W.m-2 (M.t-3)
W.m-2 (M.t-3)
-Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
K (T)
m (L)
m.s-1 (L/t)
-m (L)
m (L)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
-W.m-1K-1 (ML.t-3T-1)
W.m-1K-1 (ML.t-3T-1)
--M/L3 (kg.m-3)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
--
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Standard deviations from a least squares fit thermal gradient over a given depth
range within each borehole result in an uncertainty of <~1% for the Parkfield data set.
However, there is considerable uncertainty in thermal conductivity estimates, mainly as a
result of undersampling. To capture this uncertainty, we define error bars on heat flow as
the product of the standard deviation of thermal conductivity and the thermal gradient
over the corresponding depth interval (Fig. 3.2) (e.g. Fulton et al., 2004; Sass et al.,
1997).

We also distinguish between “higher quality” data (open circles) for which

thermal conductivity is derived from rock samples within that particular borehole, and
“lower quality” data that use formation average values for thermal conductivity (solid
circles) (Fulton et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2004).
The geothermal gradient and the resulting vertical heat flow can also be disturbed
by several processes. Previous studies have shown that advective processes such as
thermally-driven convection or topographically-driven groundwater flow are unlikely to
obscure a near-fault heat flow anomaly along the SAF (Fulton et al., 2004; Saffer et al.,
2003; Williams and Narisimhan, 1989).

Williams & Narisimhan (1989) show that

thermally-driven convection along the fault would accentuate a near-fault anomaly rather
than hide the heat signature of a strong fault.

Alternatively, numerical models of

topographically-driven groundwater flow show that the thermal signature of a strong SAF
can be obscured, but only if crustal permeabilities are > 10-17 m2 (Fulton et al., 2004;
Saffer et al., 2003; Williams and Narisimhan, 1989). However, such simulations result in
heat flow scatter considerably larger than observed and produce spatial patterns (e.g. heat
flow vs. elevation, heat flow scatter, and fluid recharge/discharge rates) that are
inconsistent with observations, especially when heat flow data are fully corrected for
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terrain effects (Fulton et al., 2004; Saffer et al., 2003). Thus, previous authors have
argued that, at least at the regional scale, advection is not a dominant process in affecting
heat flow in this area.
Terrain effects constitute another class of disturbances to heat flow (e.g.
Blackwell et al., 1980; Birch et al., 1950). These include the conductive effects of
topographic refraction, hill slope orientation, and the relationship between land surface
temperature and elevation (Blackwell et al., 1980; Birch, 1950). With the availability of
high-resolution Digital Elevation Models and increased computing power, it has become
possible to efficiently correct raw temperature-depth profiles for the effects of complex 3D topography (Fulton et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2004; Blackwell et al., 1980; Birch,
1950). Re-evaluation of data in the Parkfield region around SAFOD show that some of
the scatter in heat flow can be explained by 3-D terrain effects, but that the remaining
unexplained patterns are unlikely to result from frictional heating on the SAF and/or
substantial redistribution of heat by topographically-driven groundwater flow (Fulton et
al., 2004). This analysis concluded that the corrected heat flow data were most consistent
with conduction-dominated models for heat transport and a weak fault with little to no
frictional heat generation.
Other potential conductive disturbances to heat flow include uplift and erosion,
strong variability in the amount of radiogenic heat production within the crust, and
thermal refraction caused by thermal conductivity contrasts within the subsurface. Uplift
and erosion have been known to cause depth-dependence in some heat flow
determinations in Southern California (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1992). However, in the
Parkfield area, the effect appears to be insignificant, as there is little difference in heat
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flow between formations of different ages (Sass et al., 1997). In addition, apatite-fission
track analysis on samples from the SAFOD pilot hole by Blythe et al. (2004) reveal an
average uplift rate for the SW side of the SAF near Parkfield of only 0.1-0.2 mm/yr over
the past 4-8 Myr; these slow rates would not have a great affect on the present-day
geotherm or bias measurements of heat flow.

Using an even broader suite of

thermochronometers and analysis of both 1-D and 2-D heat flow models, d’Alessio and
Williams (2007) arrive at a similar conclusion.
Here, we focus on the conductive effects of subsurface heterogeneity (either
thermal conductivity or radiogenic heat production) which have not been quantitatively
evaluated in this region. Of particular interest is the effect of thermal refraction caused
by contrasts in thermal conductivity (Lee and Henyey, 1974). On the basis of a slight
correlation between heat flow and thermal conductivity, Sass et al. (1997) suggested that
the heat flow data around Parkfield may be affected by thermal refraction. A similar
correlation is still present within the fully terrain-corrected data (Fig. 3.3), the
significance of which, if any, is discussed in more detail below.

3.2 Preliminary Sensitivity Analysis
In order to assess which parameters have the greatest influence on heat flow and
its spatial variability (scatter), we first begin with a preliminary evaluation of sensitivity
to different geologic structures. By identifying the most important geologic features and
thermal parameters, this preliminary analysis is useful in guiding our more in-depth
evaluation described in Section 4.

Heat flow (mW/m2)
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Figure 3.3: Heat flow vs. the thermal conductivity in which the measurement was taken.
A slight correlation between higher heat flow and higher thermal conductivity has
previously been interpreted as a possible indicator of the effects of thermal refraction.
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For our model simulations we use the code SHEMAT to solve the finitedifference equations for 2-D heat transport (Clauser, 2003). For these preliminary
analyses, we consider heat transport only within a small cross-section of the crust near
the SAFOD site, with large-scale geologic units defined based on inversions of gravity
and magnetic data by McPhee et al. (2004) (Fig. 3.4A). We assess these models for both
the effects of variations in radiogenic heat production between units, and for the thermal
refraction effect caused by subsurface contrasts in thermal conductivity. Our crosssectional model is prescribed a constant temperature of 10 oC along the top surface and a
basal heat flux of 78 mW/m2, the regional average value of the terrain-corrected heat
flow (Fulton et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2004; Sass et al., 1997; Lachenbruch and Sass,
1980). Side boundaries are set as no flow boundaries for heat transport. For these
models we do not include any frictional heat generation on the fault.

3.2.1 Radiogenic Heat Production
Differences in radiogenic heat production (Αo) between units within the California
Coast Ranges are not well constrained. For the Parkfield region, heat production has
been determined for samples at very few borehole sites (the SAFOD main and pilot holes
and one other). These measurements show values typical of crustal rocks of Αo = ~1.2

µW/m3 (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980; Williams et al., 2004). Due to uncertainty in
radiogenic heat production, a homogenous distribution is often assumed and its effect is
often incorporated into the basal heat flux of numerical models that evaluate processes
within the upper few km of crust.
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Figure 3.4: A) Geologic structure within the few km next to the SAF, based on the
geophysical interpretations of McPhee et al. (2004). B) Modeling results assessing the
effect large differences in radiogenic heat production between units may have on heat
flow. For each scenario the unit of interest, as described by the legend, is assigned Αο =
5.0 µWm-3 while all other units have 0 µWm-3. All units are assigned λ = 2.4 Wm-1K-1.
C) Model results assessing the role each unit plays in affecting heat flow, considering a
typical thermal conductivity as described in the text. The legend from 4B applies here as
well. No frictional heating on the fault is included. The total effect is shown by the solid
line, when all units are prescribed their thermal conductivities. For sediments scenario
(dashed line), sediments are assigned their thermal conductivity, while all other units are
prescribed a value of 2.4 Wm-1K-1. This scenario accounts for most of the total effect.
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We evaluate the sensitivity of large differences in radiogenic heat production by
assigning a large, yet plausible, value of heat production of 5 µW/m3 to a single geologic
unit while all other units are prescribed 0 µW/m3. This is done in turn for each geologic
unit in separate simulations. The thermal conductivity is prescribed as 2.40 Wm-1K-1 for
all units. Models are run to steady-state and simulated heat flow is extracted from model
depths of 100 – 200 m, a depth typical of most heat flow measurements in general, and
particularly those in the California Coast Ranges.

3.2.2 Thermal Conductivity
We also evaluate the effect each unit may have on thermal refraction. Previous
studies of thermal refraction have illustrated that the resulting disturbance in vertical heat
flow is largely dependent upon the contrast in thermal conductivity, the geometry of the
contact between units, and the proximity of the heat flow measurement to that contact
(e.g. Lee and Henyey, 1974; Mildren and Sandiford, 1995). Here, in a separate set of
simulations we evaluate the s ensitivity of heat flow measurements to large-scale
geologic units within the California Coast Ranges by assigning typical values of thermal
conductivity (λ) for each large-scale unit within the preliminary model (Fig. 3.4). We
further investigate sensitivity of heat flow to the λ for each individual unit by running
additional simulations in which only one unit is prescribed its “typical” thermal
conductivity value, and all other units were prescribed a value of 2.40 Wm-1K-1. It is
important to note that these scenarios are highly idealized, as thermal conductivity is
known to vary within geologic formations and rock types within this region (Sass et al,
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1997; Table 3.2). We further assess the uncertainty in thermal conductivity contrasts in a
later section. In these models, there is no frictional heating on the fault or radiogenic heat
production, and steady-state heat flow is extracted from the model at 100-200 m depth.

3.2.3 Results of Sensitivity Analysis
Model results from our simulations with the same thermal conductivity
throughout and radiogenic heat production in a single unit show subtle, long-wavelength
changes in heat flow above the unit with large heat production (Fig. 3.4B). Relative
differences in heat flow are < 6 mWm-2. These results suggest that differences in
radiogenic heat production are an unlikely cause for the short wavelength scatter seen in
the data, especially when considering the extreme values used to investigate sensitivity.
On the other hand, our model simulations with differences in thermal conductivity
do generate significant scatter. The solid black line in Figure 3.4C shows simulated heat
flow from a model simulation where all units are prescribed their respective thermal
conductivity (note that both the horizontal and vertical scales are much smaller than those
in Fig. 3.2). This result shows that typical variations in λ can have large effects on heat
flow over distances of a few km. Our results also show that heat flow is most sensitive to
the contrast between Tertiary sediments and lower basement rocks (i.e. Salinian &
Franciscan). Model results from the simulation with only Tertiary sediments having a
different λ (Fig. 3.4C, dashed line) produce the most scatter and are relatively similar to
the results from a simulation in which all units are prescribed their representative values.
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Table 3.2: Thermal conductivity values for geologic units surrounding Parkfield, CA

Formation
Age
SOUTHWEST SIDE OF FAULT
Paso Robles Formation
Pleistocene and Pliocene?
Pancho Rico Formation
upper Miocene
Santa Margarita Formation
upper Miocene
Santa Margarita Formation 2
upper Miocene
Caliente Formation
Miocene
Magnetic Salinian basement Cretaceous, Paleozoic or Mesozoic?
Salinian Granite
Cretaceous

λ

std(λ)

measurements

Reference

1.80
1.07
1.50
3.20
2.04
2.28
2.82

0.20
0.13
0.10
0.20
0.04
?
?

0
15
4
2
5
?
?

Sass et al., 1997
Fulton et al., 2004
Sass et al., 1997
Sass et al., 1997
Sass et al., 1997
Williams et al., 1994
Mase et al., 1982

NORTHWEST SIDE OF FAULT
Etchegoin Formation
Monterey Formation
Temblor
Great Valley Sequence
Serpentinite
Franciscan Assemblage

1.92
2.27
2.77
1.41
2.30
2.40

0.14
0.34
0.18
0.21
0.30
0.30

15
30
29
99
?
?

Sass et al., 1997
Williams et al., 1994
Sass et al., 1997
Wang & Munroe, 1982
Mase et al., 1982
Mase et al., 1982

Pliocene and upper Miocene
middle Miocene
lower Miocene
upper Cretaceous
Cretaceous and Jurassic
Cretaceous and Jurassic
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3.3 Generic two layer model of thermal refraction
On the basis of our preliminary sensitivity analysis, we further assess the effects
of thermal refraction using a two layer model representing sediments overlying higher
thermal conductivity basement rocks.

A spatially continuous drape of sediments

covering basement rocks and filling in basins is a common geologic phenomenon; thus
this simple 2-layer analysis is widely relevant and applicable; it is also well constrained
within our study area. To obtain a better understanding of the role geologic structure
along this contact may play in perturbing heat flow, we run numerical simulations of a
two layer model with the geologic contact represented by a sinusoid and evaluated for a
reasonable range of wavelengths and amplitudes of basement topography (e.g. Mildren
and Sandiford, 1995) (Fig. 3.5A). Such models are relevant for “real world” scenarios, in
that any horizontally continuous geologic contact can be described as the sum of a series
of sinusoids of different wavelengths and amplitudes through Fourier analysis (Fourier,
1822).
For each model scenario, we evaluate a range of thermal conductivity ratios R,
where:

R=

λ basement
λsediments

Eq. 3.2
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Figure 3.5: A) Geologic structure within the few km next to the SAF, based on the
geophysical interpretations of McPhee et al. (2004). B) Modeling results assessing the
effect large differences in radiogenic heat production between units may have on heat
flow. For each scenario the unit of interest, as described by the legend, is assigned Αο =
5.0 µWm-3 while all other units have 0 µWm-3. All units are assigned λ = 2.4 Wm-1K-1.
C) Model results assessing the role each unit plays in affecting heat flow, considering a
typical thermal conductivity as described in the text. The legend from 4B applies here as
well. No frictional heating on the fault is included. The total effect is shown by the solid
line, when all units are prescribed their thermal conductivities. For sediments scenario
(dashed line), sediments are assigned their thermal conductivity, while all other units are
prescribed a value of 2.4 Wm-1K-1. This scenario accounts for most of the total effect.
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Simulated vertical heat flow is extracted at a depth of 100-200 m and compared to the
heat flux prescribed at the model base.

3.3.1 Results of generic two-layer models
Results from the sensitivity analysis show that for this configuration, shallow heat
flow is most affected by geologic contacts with wavelengths of ~ 10 km when the
average basement depth is ~1 – 3 km below the surface, and that the effect is accentuated
by the amplitude of the basement topography and the proximity of the heat flow
measurement to the geologic contact (Fig. 3.5C). For smaller wavelengths of basement
topography, heat flow is considerably less sensitive to contrasts in thermal conductivity
(Fig. 3.5C).
An example result (Fig. 3.5B) illustrates that heat flow is increased above the
background value where there are basement highs (i.e. where basement is shallow) in
both the sediments and basement. Likewise, heat flow is lower in both units in the
basement lows (i.e. at the bottom of basins). This result highlights the fact that the
thermal refraction effect can cause both higher and lower heat flow values than the
background value, independent of the thermal conductivity of the rocks in which the
measurement was taken (Fig. 3.5B). This is different than a simple correlation between
higher heat flow and higher conductivity, which is often used to assess whether a heat
flow data set may be affected by refraction (e.g. Sass et al.,1997; Blackwell, 1983). This
is significant, because a plot of heat flow vs. thermal conductivity would not exhibit a
linear trend of increasing heat flow with thermal conductivity, unless, as illustrated in
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Figure 3.6, all measurements were taken in areas of basement highs. Instead, Figure 3.6
shows that assuming a two layer model, a heat flow vs. thermal conductivity plot will
likely contain a range of scatter for any thermal conductivity value, with its variance
dependent upon the subsurface thermal conductivity contrast R and the sampling location
relative to the geologic contact.

3.4 Application to Parkfield Region
There are two important results from our preliminary analysis that allow us to
evaluate the potential effects of thermal refraction on the heat flow data within the
Parkfield region in a robust and simple manner: 1) heat flow is most sensitive to the
thermal conductivity contrast between Tertiary sediments and basement rocks, and the
geometry of the contact, and 2) heat flow determinations will be most affected by
basement topography with dominant wavelengths of ~10 km.

This wavelength of

basement topography is of the scale resolvable by geophysical surveys that effectively
constrain the base of Tertiary sediments in the Parkfield area (e.g. Bleibinhaus et al.,
2007; Hole et al., 2006; McPhee et al., 2004).
To assess heat flow patterns resulting from reasonable thermal conductivity
contrasts, we use numerical simulations of heat transport along a regional transect
perpendicular to the SAF near Parkfield.

These models extend for 25 km in both

directions away from the fault, considerably further than our models used for the
preliminary sensitivity analysis.

This longer transect allows the spatial patterns in

simulated heat flow to be compared with the large number of heat flow data in the area

Heat flow (mW/m2)
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Figure 3.6: The range of simulated heat flow vs. relative thermal conductivity for
sinusoid models with 10 km wavelength and 500 m amplitude.
Relative thermal
conductivity is defined as the thermal conductivity for where measurement was taken
minus the mean value between basement and sediment values. When basement is
topographically high (top portions of plot), heat flow is increased above the background
value in both sediments and basement, while it is decreased in both units when basement
is topographically low (lower portions of plot).
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(Fig. 3.2). For these simulations, we evaluate a range of scenarios for frictional heat
generation on the fault (described in Section 4.4). Because the heat flow data used for
comparison have been fully corrected for terrain effects (Fulton et al., 2004), the top of
our model is prescribed to be flat at an elevation of 600 m (Fig. 3.7). The model is
prescribed atmospheric temperature at the surface and a basal heat flux of 78 mW/m2,
representing the regional average heat flow (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980). As with the
preliminary models, simulations are run to steady-state and vertical heat flow is extracted
from 100-200 m depth within the model domain.

3.4.1 Geologic Structure
Our model transect runs roughly perpendicular to the strike of geologic structures
mapped at the surface (Thayer et al., 2004). The regional-scale geometry of the contact
between basement and sediments is constrained by interpretations of geophysical surveys
coincident with our model transect (Bleibinhaus et al., 2007; Hole et al., 2006; McPhee et
al., 2004). Seventy-seven percent of the heat flow data within this region are within 20
km along-strike distance of our transect. Most of these data are from the SW side of the
fault where basement geometry is relatively well constrained. Basement topography for
the region more than 2 km NE of the fault is less constrained; however, there are few heat
flow data here.
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Figure 3.7: Cross-section along our model transect (Fig. 1) showing the geologic contact
between Tertiary sediments and basement rocks (Salinian Granite and Franciscan
Complex) based on the geophysical interpretations of Bleibinhaus et al., 2007; Hole et
al., 2006; and McPhee et al., 2004. This cross-section acts as the model domain of our
large-scale Parkfield model simulations.
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3.4.2 Thermal conductivity
Considerable uncertainty exists regarding the thermal conductivity (λ) of the
rocks within this region (Sass et al., 1997, Table 3.2). Of nearly 100 thermal conductivity
measurements on samples from this region, not including the several hundred evaluated
from SAFOD drilling (Williams et al., 2004), λ ranges from values of 0.83 to 3.36 Wm1

K-1 (avg. ± std. dev. = 2.07 ± 0.72 Wm-1K-1). Tertiary sediments are characterized by

the lowest thermal conductivity values, and values that are generally lower than those
determined for basement rocks of the Salinian granite and the Franciscan Assemblage.
We assume that 1) there is a thermal conductivity contrast across the basement –
sediment contact, and 2) the ratio R of basement to sediment thermal conductivity is
between 1 and 3, based on the range of thermal conductivities observed. Because of the
wide range and uncertainty, we run model simulations for a range of R values from 1 to 3
in increments of 0.25.

3.4.3 Frictional Heat Generation
In order to compare simulated heat flow with observations and to assess the
potential for the conductive effects of thermal refraction to mask the signature of a strong
fault, we run simulations that include a range of potential scenarios for heat generation on
the fault. These include heating scenarios representative of a strong fault, a weak fault,
and a fault with no frictional heat generation.
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Following Lachenbruch and Sass (1980), we assume that most of the energy of an
earthquake goes toward frictional heating.

The total amount of work during slip (ET)

for an area of fault (A) is a combination of seismically radiated energy (ER), frictional
heating (EH), and energy consumed to create new surface area (EG) (Fig. 3.8). These
parameters are all related to the average shear stress on the fault during slip τ and the
amount of displacement u:

ET E R + E H + E G
=
= τu
A
A

Eq. 3.3

Of particular interest to this study is the magnitude of EH relative to ET, the “thermal
efficiency” that describes the fraction of the total energy that is converted to heat. If Eq.
3.3 holds, such that any additional terms are negligible, an estimate of EH can be obtained
if the relationships between ER and EG to ET are known.
The “seismic efficiency” or relative value of ER to ET can be obtained from the
ratio of the apparent stress τ a determined from seismic radiation to the total average
stress τ (McGarr, 1999). Estimates of the seismic efficiency have been determined for
numerous locations where earthquakes occur in close proximity to locations where the
total stress has been directly measured or is well constrained. A compilation of these
estimates from around the world suggests that ER / ET <= 0.06 (McGarr, 1999).
The parameter EG, the fraction of total energy consumed during fault slip to make new
surface area, has generally been assumed to be negligible on the basis of calculations of
the energy needed to create the smallest particle sizes observed in fault gouge

Shear stress, τ
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Figure 3.8: The total work per unit area of fault is the product of the shear stress τ and
displacement u. The allocation of energy towards frictional heat EH, seismic radiation
ER, and surface creation EG is illustrated.
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(Engelder, 1975; Lachenbruch & Sass, 1980; Chester et al., 2005), although very small
grain distributions observed by Wilson et al. (2005) and Chester et al., (2005) have
challenged whether this is reasonable. For our purposes, we too assume that EG is
extremely small. However, if significant, the fraction of the total energy given to fracture
surface energy would likely come out of the ER term first, and may have little influence
on the frictional heating efficiency (e.g. Beeler et al., 2003). On the basis of previous
analysis, we assign heat generation in our models using ER + EG = 0.08 ET such that EH =
0.92 ET (e.g. Lockner and Okubo, 1983; Brown, 1998; Mair & Marone, 2000).
Per Eq. 3.3, the energy that goes into frictional heat generation on a fault is a
function of the displacement u, and the average shear stress during slip τ :

EH
= 0.92τ u
A

Eq. 3.4,

where the average shear strength during displacement τ can be defined as:

τ =τF −

∆τ
2

Eq. 3.5

where ∆τ is the stress drop during displacement and τ F is the “background” yield stress.
Because the thermal diffusion time for rocks is considerably larger than the
seismic recurrence interval, we specify that frictional heat generation occurs continuously
over time rather than as periodic events that generate an equivalent total amount of heat
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(Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980; Brown, 1998). The long-term average rate of frictional
heat generation per unit area of fault H is thus dependent on the long-term average slip
rate v :

H=

E& H
∆τ
⎛
= 0.92τ v = 0.92⎜τ F −
A
2
⎝

⎞
⎟v ≈ 0.85τ F v
⎠

Eq. 3.6

which is simplified based on experimental relationships between τ and τ F (Lockner and
Okubo, 1983; McGarr, 1999).

3.4.3.1 Defining yield stress on the fault

The yield stress for an optimally-oriented fault τF can be estimated assuming a
friction coefficient and making assumptions about how the magnitude of the effective
overburden stress σv’ relates to the other principal stresses (assuming one of the principal
stresses is vertical), where σv’ is defined by:

σ v ' = ρgz − Pp

Eq. 3.7

where ρ is the rock density, g is gravitational acceleration, z is depth, and Pp is the pore
fluid pressure.
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For a region with near-vertical strike-slip faulting such as the SAF, the vertical
effective stress σv’ should be the intermediate principal effective stress (σ2’) (Anderson,
1951). The shear τ and normal stress σn on vertical planes are related to the magnitudes
of the maximum and minimum principal stresses, (σ1 and σ3, respectively) and the angle
θ between the fault plane and the direction of maximum horizontal compressive stress,
σH:

'

'

σ − σ3
τF = 1
sin 2θ
2

σn =
'

σ 1' + σ 3 '
2

sin θ +
2

Eq. 3.8

σ 1' − σ 3 '
2

cos 2 θ

Eq. 3.9

For a plane optimally-oriented to the stress field for failure such that

θ = 45 o −

tan −1 µ
2

Eq. 3.10

in critically-stressed crust, the shear stress is also defined by the Coulomb criterion for
failure:

τ F = µσ n ' + co

Eq. 3.11
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For simplicity, we ignore the cohesive strength term, co.
By solving this system of equations (Eqs. 8-11), the shear stress on a criticallystressed, optimally-oriented fault (i.e. the yield stress) can be related to the principal
stresses by:

τ F = LM j σ j '

Eq. 3.12

where j is the number corresponding to the principal stress being related. In a manner
similar to calculations of Lachenbruch & McGarr (1990) we define:

L=

µ
1+ µ 2

Eq. 3.13

⎛
µ
M 1 = ⎜1 +
⎜
1+ µ 2
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

−1

⎛
µ
M 3 = ⎜1 −
⎜
1+ µ 2
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

−1

Eq. 3.14

Eq. 3.15

⎛
µ
µ
M 2 = ⎜1 + X
− (1 − X )
⎜
1+ µ 2
1+ µ 2
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

−1

Eq. 3.16
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where we introduce the parameter X, with possible values ranging from 0 to 1, which
describes the magnitude of σ2 compared to σ1 and σ3.

X =

σ2 −σ3
σ1 − σ 3

Eq. 3.17

For the condition that X = 0.5, σ2 is the mean stress, and M2 simplifies to equal 1.
Combining Eqs. 7 and 12, the yield stress at any depth within brittle crust can be
defined as:

τ F = LM j (1 −

Pp

ρgz

) ρgz

Eq. 3.18

where the subscript j is the principal stress number corresponding to the vertical stress.
Defining zavg as a depth halfway between the surface and the brittle-ductile transition
(determined by the cut-off depth above which 95% of earthquakes are located and the
approximate depth of the 350o isotherm; Chen and Molnar (1983); Sass et al. (1997);
Williams et al. (2004)), the average yield strength of the fault τFavg can be calculated by
replacing z with zavg in Eq. 3.18 and prescribing an average relationship between Pp and
the lithostatic stress.
Although similar to those derived by Lachenbruch and McGarr (1990), our
formulation is different in that it allows for values of X other than 0, 0.5, and 1, and are
valid for the calculation of shear stress on a strike-slip fault for scenarios in which the
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surrounding crust is not stressed for the same style of failure.

Additionally, our

formulation describes the shear stress on planes not necessarily optimally-oriented for
failure (e.g. Section 3.4.3.3 below).

3.4.3.2 Strong fault scenarios

Although they contain considerable uncertainty, estimates of stress magnitude in
the SAFOD pilot hole compared with the overburden stress σv inferred from borehole
logs suggest that σv = σ3 and σh = σ2 with X < 0.2, where σh is the minimum horizontal
stress (Hickman & Zoback, 2004). These estimates are consistent with earthquake focal
mechanisms in Northern and Central California that show both strike-slip and thrust
faulting in the crust surrounding the SAF. Under conditions where σv = σ2 = σ3 (X = 0),
the shear stress on an optimally-oriented, critically-stressed fault is given by combining
Eqs. 12 and 15:

µ ⎛⎜
µ
τF =
1−
2 ⎜
1+ µ
1+ µ2
⎝

−1

⎞
⎟ σ '
⎟ v
⎠

Eq. 3.19

As an alternative model, we also evaluate the scenario where σv = σ2 = σmean (X =
0.5) where shear stress is given by combining Eqns. 12 and 16:
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τF =

µ
σv '
1+ µ2

Eq. 3.20

For Northern and Central California, there is no indication, such as active normal faulting
in addition to strike-slip faulting, to suggest that X >> 0.5 within the region immediately
adjacent to the fault zone.
For a µ of 0.6, a rock density of 2600 kg/m3 (Boness & Zoback, 2004),
hydrostatic PF (e.g. Townend & Zoback, 2000), and a thickness of the seismogenic crust
of 14 km (Williams et al., 2004), these values result in an average yield strength for the
fault (τFavg) of 48 or 100 MPa, for σ2 = σmean or σ2 = σ3, respectively. We consider both
of these scenarios as “strong” fault models. Assuming an average slip rate v ~ 30 mm/yr
(Sims, 1993), frictional heat generation on the fault is zero at the surface and increases
linearly with depth by 5.1 and 10.5 mW/m2 per km, for these two cases (Eq. 3.6).

3.4.3.3 Weak fault scenarios

The maximum horizontal principal stress (σH) in the crust adjacent to the fault, as
inferred from both earthquake focal mechanisms and borehole breakouts, is oriented at a
high angle to the SAF (ψ) (up to 85o at seismogenic depths in some locations)(Hickman
and Zoback, 2004; Townend and Zoback, 2004). This implies that the fault is not
optimally-oriented for failure with respect to the stress state in the surrounding crust and
in conjunction with the lack of an observable thermal anomaly near the fault, has been
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interpreted to indicate that very little shear stress is resolved on the active fault plane
(Townend and Zoback, 2004; Hickman and Zoback, 2004; Zoback et al., 1987). A
potential way to account for this high angle is if the fault constitutes a plane of weakness,
potentially due to material with a very low friction coefficient (Zoback et al., 1987;
Lachenbruch & McGarr, 1990) or extremely large fluid pressures (Rice 1992; Byerlee,
1992), both localized within the fault zone0.

Assuming both the fault and the

surrounding country rock are critically stressed for failure (Townend and Zoback, 2000;
Barton et al., 1995), the shear and normal stress on a non-optimally-oriented fault plane,
τψ is related to ψ by:

−1
−1
( ρgz − Pp ) ⎡⎛
⎛ M3
⎞ ⎤
M1
M1 ⎞
⎟ − ⎜⎜
⎢⎜⎜ X −
τψ =
X+
X − X + 1⎟⎟ ⎥ sin 2ψ
2
M3
M 3 ⎟⎠
M
⎢⎣⎝
⎝ 1
⎠ ⎥⎦

Eq. 3.21A

for the generic case for strike-slip tectonics where σv = σ2 > σh = σ3, or

τψ =

( ρgz − Pp ) ⎛ M 3 M 3
⎞
⎜⎜
−
X + X − 1⎟⎟ sin 2ψ
2
⎠
⎝ M1 M1

Eq. 3.21B

for the more specific case where σv = σ3 < σh and the fault is near-vertical. This latter
case represents a stress state similar to that observed near Parkfield, where the SAF is a
non-optimally oriented strike-slip fault within surrounding crust that is stressed for thrust
faulting (Hickman and Zoback, 2004; Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1993).
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For the scenario in which σv = σ2 = σmean, X = 0.5, and Eq. 3.21A simplifies to:

−1
−1
⎡⎛
⎛ M3 ⎞ ⎤
M1 ⎞
⎟⎟ − ⎜⎜1 +
⎟⎟ ⎥ sin 2ψ
τ ψ = ρ gz − Pp ⎢⎜⎜1 +
M
⎢⎣⎝ M 3 ⎠
1
⎝
⎠ ⎥⎦

Eq. 3.22.

For the scenario in which σv = σh (σ2 = σ3), X = 0 and Eq. 3.21 simplifies to:

τψ =

( ρgz − Pp ) ⎡⎛ M 3 ⎞ ⎤
⎟⎟ − 1⎥ sin 2ψ
⎢⎜⎜
M
2
⎣⎝ 1 ⎠ ⎦

Eq. 3.23.

By equations 22 and 23, a value of ψ of 85o results in an average yield strength on
the fault of τFavg = 10 or 20 MPa for σv = σmean or σ3, respectively. Based on both the
mechanical data and previously published heat flow constraints (e.g. Lachenbruch and
Sass, 1980), we evaluate the case for τFavg = 20 MPa as our “weak fault” scenario, and
assign frictional heat generation on the fault following Eq. 3.6. Heat generation increases
linearly with depth by 2.1 mW/m2 per km. As a baseline model, we also evaluate a “no
heat” scenario in which there is no frictional heat generation on the fault; this model also
allows us to evaluate the potential effects of thermal refraction alone.
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3.4.4 Additional Model Scenarios

3.4.4.1 Transient simulations

For the Parkfield region, the thermal field (and thus surface heat flow) may not
yet have reached steady-state (Lachenbruch & Sass, 1980; d’Alessio et al., 2006). The
present day strand of the SAF at Parkfield is estimated to have been active for only the
past 5 Myr (Sims, 1993). Transient models of the heat flow anomaly across the fault for
14 km thick crust and δH/δz = 10.5 mW/m2 per km produce a heat flow anomaly of
~98% the steady state result after 5 Myr when R=1 (Fig. 3.9) (e.g. Lachenbruch and Sass,
1980).
We evaluate the effects of non-steady state heat flow for a subset of our
simulations by running our refraction models for transient solutions after 5 Myr. These
scenarios are affected by an additional material property, the volumetric heat capacity ρcp
of the rock, where ρ is density and cp is the heat capacity. The volumetric heat capacity
for rocks in this area is not well constrained. We evaluate the uncertainty this may cause
in our results by considering two end-member sets of transient scenarios: 1) volumetric
heat capacity is constant throughout the crust with a value of 2.6 x 106 J.m-3K-1, assuming
a typical heat capacity for greywacke of 1.0 x 103 J.kg-1K-1 (Taylor et al., 1982; Mossop
et al., 1997) and a rock density of 2.6 x 103 kg.m-3 (Boness and Zoback, 2004); and 2)
volumetric heat capacity is inversely related to thermal conductivity (e.g. Vosteen and
Schellschmidt, 2003) such that the thermal diffusivity of the crustal rocks is a constant
value of 1 x 106 m2s-1, where thermal diffusivity Κ is defined by:
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Figure 3.9: The surface heat flow anomaly predicted after 5 Myr in 14 km homogenous
crust when K = 10-6 m2s-1 is ~98% the steady-state result.
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K=

λ
ρc p

Eq. 3.24

3.4.4.2 Sensitivity to background heat flow

The magnitude of simulated near surface heat flow is directly dependent upon the
choice of background heat flux.

We evaluate the possibility that our choice for a

background heat flux is too high and that, when combined with the scatter associated
with refraction, a lower value may allow for a strong fault. Because the refraction effect
is dependent upon the background heat flow, it is insufficient simply to perform a static
shift of the results to evaluate different background heat flow values as is adequate if
homogenous λ is assumed (e.g. Fulton et al., 2004). Here, we perform a series of model
simulations for the entire range of R values, but with values of background heat flux
ranging from 20 – 70 mWm-2, less than the 78 mWm-2 used in our other model scenarios.
We also assess whether a regional along-strike decrease in background heat flow
may affect our interpretations. Heat flow data in our analysis are projected onto our
transect from as far as 47 km along strike. Most of the data on the SW side of the SAF
that are > 3 km from the fault come from an area within 20 km NW of our transect,
whereas most of the near-fault data < 3 km of the fault on either side are from an area
within 20 km to the SE of the transect (Fig. 3.2). Further SE (20 – 47 km from the
transect) there are 6 data ~4 – 6 km from the fault, 3 on each side of the fault. A fault
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parallel trend in both the cut-off depth of seismicity and the average observed heat flow
suggests that the background heat flow decreases to the SE by ~11 mWm-2 over ~75 km
(Williams et al., 2004; Sass et al., 1997). To assess the effects of along-strike variation
in heat flow, we evaluate the data in separate subregions along-strike. We regroup the
data into those that are within 20 km NW of our regional transect, within 20 km SE, and
between 20 – 47 km SE. We then evaluate the along-strike change in heat flow necessary
to allow for a strong fault in each subregion.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Effect on Heat Flow Scatter

Results from our steady-state models (Fig. 3.10) suggest that with realistic
contrasts in thermal conductivity between basement and sediments, thermal refraction
should have a significant effect on shallow heat flow. Scenarios with no frictional
heating illustrate that refraction can produce variations of as much as 25 mWm-2 over
distances of 1.5 - 5 km, for contrasts in λ within a plausible range. Although our models
do not aim to reproduce the exact distribution of heat flow, our results exhibit patterns
remarkably similar to the data. Refraction causes heat flow to increase along our transect
from 14 km to 9 km SW of the fault in a manner similar to an increase in heat flow
suggested by the data (Fig. 3.10A). The model results can also explain a ~20 mWm-2
decrease in measured heat flow in the 4.5 km NE of the fault zone resulting from the
refraction effects of a ~7 km wide basement trough (Figs. 3.10A; Fig. 3.7).
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Figure 3.10: Simulated heat flow compared to data for model results with a range of R
values from 1 to 3 by 0.25. The refraction effect generates spatial scatter similar in
magnitude and wavelength as the data. Each panel illustrates different frictional heating
scenarios. Weak faults that support low shear stress with values of τFavg between 0 and
20 MPa are most consistent with the data. Strong faults supporting large shear stresses
and thus with large frictional heat generation predict near fault anomalies not observed.
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An additional means of comparing the degree of scatter in model simulations to
that of the data is to compare the standard deviation of the data to that of the simulated
heat flow for each simulation over a region similar to that sampled by the data (e.g.
Fulton et al., 2004). Figure 3.11 shows the standard deviation of simulated heat flow
over a distance from 20 km SW of the fault to 5 km to the NE for each of the simulations
in Fig. 3.11, compared with the standard deviation of the data (horizontal line). This
analysis suggests that moderate values of R (between 1.25 and 2.25) are sufficient to
generate heat flow scatter similar to that as observed. Weak fault scenarios result in
standard deviation similar to the observed standard deviation, for values of R ~ 1.75 2.25.

On the other hand, strong fault scenarios yield substantially greater standard

deviation than observed for values of R ≥ 1 – 1.25, mainly because of the large near fault
anomaly that these models predict (Fig. 3.10).

3.5.2 Frictional Heat Generation

Although thermal refraction can produce significant scatter in heat flow, none of
our model simulations are able to mask the effects of frictional heating predicted for a
strong fault. Our strong fault scenarios still result in near-fault heat flow anomalies 27 or
56 mWm-2 greater than the background values away from the fault (when R = 1, or 48
and 67 mWm-2 when R = 3), in a manner that is inconsistent with the data (Fig. 3.10).
The data appear most consistent with models that include little to no frictional heat
generation on the fault zone and a moderate value of R.
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Figure 3.11: Standard deviation of simulated heat flow (symbols) from 20 km SW of the
fault to 5 km to the NE for each of the simulations in Fig. 12 compared to the standard
deviation of the data (horizontal line) which cover a similar spatial window. Strong fault
scenarios create more variability in heat flow for nearly all values of R, while weak faults
are generally consistent with the data for R ≤ 2.25.
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3.5.2.1 Sensitivity to background heat flow

Fig. 3.12 shows results of simulations that evaluate whether a background heat
flow value lower than the 78 mWm-2 would allow for the heat flow data to be consistent
with heating on a strong fault. The results show that very low background heat flow
values of 50 and 20 mWm-2 are needed in order for simulated heat flow from our two
strong fault scenarios to agree with the data near the fault. The simulated heat flow in
these scenarios, however, underpredicts values away from the fault by as much as 20 and
40 mWm-2, even when large refraction effects are included (Fig. 3.12).
Moreover, seismicity within the region can place an additional constraint on the
average background heat flow. The seismic cutoff depth (the depth above which 95% of
microseismicity occurs) in this area is between 11.0 and 14.2 km (Williams et al., 2004).
Assuming the cutoff depth for seismicity corresponds to a temperature of ~350 oC, the
average surface heat flow qs can be estimated by Eq. 3.25 assuming a surface temperature
To, a bulk crustal thermal conductivity λ, and the amount of radiogenic heat production
Αo (Turcotte and Schubert, 2002):

T ( z ) = To +

qs

λ

z−

Αo 2
z
2λ

Eq. 3.25

Table 3.3 shows the expected surface heat flow assuming a thermal conductivity of 2.5
Wm-1K-1 for a range of cutoff depths for seismicity of 10 – 14 km and a range of
reasonable values of radiogenic heat production. These heat flow values range from 60 -
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Figure 3.12: Simulated heat flow for strong fault scenarios illustrating how a different
choice in background heat flow does not allow for a better match with the data.
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88 mWm-2. For a background surface heat flow of 50 mWm-2, as needed for the lesser of
our strong fault scenarios to agree with near-fault heat flow data, the minimum expected
depth of the 350 oC isotherm is 17 km (with Αo = 0 µWm-3), far below the depth of
observed microseismicity (Sass et al., 1997; Williams et al., 2004). An average
background surface heat flow of 20 mWm-2, as would be required for our strong model
(τFavg = 100 MPa) predicts a cut-off depth > 42 km.
Similarly, an along-strike decrease in background heat flow also does not yield
surface heat flow consistent with a strong fault, when the heat flow data are separated
into three along-strike subregions. Figure 3.13 shows that our strong fault scenarios
could match the data far to the SE (20 – 47 km SE of the transect) if the background heat
flow is 50 or 20 mWm-2. The data from the NW, which are all >3 km from the fault,
could be fit by a strong fault with a background heat flow of 70 mWm-2 for both strong
fault scenarios (τFavg = 48 or 100 MPa), whereas the data within 20 km SE require a value
of 50 and 30 mWm-2.
In summary, for a strong fault to fit the data within the region as a whole, an
along-strike decrease in the background heat flow of 40 - 50 mWm-2 within <70 km is
necessary (or 20 mWm-2 for the strong fault scenario where σv = σmean and τFavg = 48
MPa). These values are much larger than other along-strike gradients observed along the
fault (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980), and they are considerably larger than the change in
heat flow suggested by the variation in seismic cutoff depths and a change in average
heat flow of ~11 mWm-2 inferred by previous authors (Williams et al., 2004; Sass et al.,
1997). As mentioned above, the background heat flow values necessary to allow for a
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Figure 3.13: Simulated heat flow from strong fault scenarios illustrating how an
unreasonably large NW to SE along-strike decrease in heat flow would be needed in
order to match the heat flow data when separated into heat flow data from within 20 km
NW of our transect, data within 20 km SE, and data 20 – 47 km SE of the transect.
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Table 3.3: Surface heat flow (mW/m2) and its relationship to heat production and seismic
cutoff depth

Depth of
350 oC
isotherm
(km)

14
13
12
11
10

0
60
65
70
77
85

Radiogenic heat production (µW/m3)
0.5
1
1.5
64
68
71
69
72
75
74
77
80
80
83
85
87
90
92

2
75
78
83
88
92
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Figure 3.14: Transient model results in 1 Myr increments from 1 to 5 Myr for two
alternative scenarios – one where volumetric heat capacity ρcp is constant, the other
where thermal diffusivity Κ is constant. Results are for a strong fault scenario with τFavg
= 100 MPa and R =3. Scenarios are similar to each other and to the steady-state solution
(solid line) after 5 Myr.
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strong fault in the SE portion of the study area would also predict very deep seismic cutoff depths that are not observed (Table 3.3). We thus view a regionally low value or a
large along-strike decrease in heat flow as unrealistic explanations for masking the heat
flow signature of a strong fault.

3.5.3 Transient results

After 5 Myr, transient simulations produce scatter highly similar to that of the
steady-state results (Fig. 3.14). Simulated heat flow values reach >82% of their steadystate value after 1 Myr simulation time and >89% after 2 Myr.

Throughout the

simulations there is very little difference between our two scenarios, one with constant
volumetric heat capacity and the other with a constant diffusivity. This result implies that
differences in volumetric heat capacity have little effect on the thermal refraction effect
and heat flow scatter, and that transient thermal processes are unlikely to affect our
interpretations regarding either scatter or frictional heat generation.

3.6 Implications

3.6.1 Scatter in heat flow

Our modeling results suggest that unlike topographically-driven groundwater
flow, thermally-driven convection, or uplift and erosion, thermal refraction may be a
likely explanation for the substantial scatter in heat flow around Parkfield and throughout
the California Coast Ranges. With reasonable values of R, our models reproduce the
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general magnitude and distance of variation in heat flow as observed, as well as produce
spatial trends that closely match those within the data (Figs. 3.10-3.11). Our results
illustrate that refraction should have a significant effect in any area characterized by
complex basement topography and a contrast in thermal conductivity. Knowledge of the
basement topography should thus be an important component of analysis of regional heat
flow data, especially when trying to decipher the extent of regional-scale thermal
processes (i.e. frictional heating, groundwater flow, etc.).

Our sensitivity analysis

suggests that basement topography with wavelengths of ~ 10 km may have the greatest
effect on heat flow, based on the typical depth of heat flow measurements (a few hundred
meters). This is a scale of heterogeneity typically resolvable with regional geophysical
studies. Conversely, densely spaced heat flow measurements could also be used to
constrain geophysical inversions of basement structure.
Our results also illustrate that rather than the thermal conductivity of the rock
formation in which a heat flow measurement is taken, the refraction effect on heat flow is
largely dependent upon the geometry between contrasting units (cf. Fig. 3.5).

Of

particular importance is the fact that rocks above and below a thermal conductivity
contrast are both affected by the refraction effect (both higher or both lower than
background heat flow), implying that deep heat flow measurements in basement rock
may not necessarily give a more accurate representation of the background heat flow than
measurements in overlying units. In general, the further a heat flow measurement is from
the contrast in thermal conductivity, the more the measurement value should represent
the background heat flow (Fig. 3.5).
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3.6.2 Fault strength and earthquake energy budget

Independent of other observations, our results could be interpreted in one of three
ways regarding the strength of the SAF: 1) the SAF is weak, supporting very low shear
stresses such that very little frictional heat is generated on the fault; 2) the SAF is strong,
supporting large shear stresses, but the frictionally generated heat must be redistributed
by a heat transport process not yet evaluated within the literature; or 3) the SAF is strong,
but the fault must generate far less heat than predicted by our understanding of the
earthquake energy budget.

Below, we discuss the potential for each of these

interpretations.

3.6.2.1 Strong fault, masked heat flow anomaly

Our results show that although thermal refraction can produce large scatter in
surface heat flow, it is unable to mask the thermal signature of a strong SAF.

Some

previous authors have argued that the stress data have been misinterpreted or may be
affected by local processes, and that the fault is actually strong (e.g. Scholz, 2000, 2006).
To explain the lack of a heat flow anomaly in a manner not already evaluated, it has been
suggested that transient pulses of groundwater flow during an earthquake may transport
fault generated heat tens of km away in a manner not accounted for in hydrologic models
to date. The presence of a broad zone of regionally high heat flow throughout the Coast
Ranges (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980) along with rare observations of post-seismic spring
discharge (Earthquake Engineering Research Institute, 2004) are often cited as support
for this hypothesis. Both of these observations, however, have been effectively explained
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by other processes (Guzofski and Furlong, 2002; Ge and Stover, 2000). The regionally
high heat flow within the Coast Ranges invoked to explain the “missing heat” has instead
been well explained by geodynamic processes resulting from the northward migration of
the Mendocino Triple Junction (MTJ) that transitions Cascadian subduction to SAF
strike-slip tectonics (Guzofski and Furlong, 2002). Post-seismic spring discharge has
generally been explained by poroelastic effects caused by fault slip (e.g. Ge and Stover,
2000). If either thermal pressurization or poroelastic effects drive spring discharge, these
dynamic mechanisms would still not be able to explain the lack of a heat flow anomaly
and the apparent weakness of the creeping section of the San Andreas Fault, which slips
without large earthquakes and would thus not drive either mechanism.

3.6.2.2 Strong fault, low frictional heat generation

An alternative explanation that allows for a strong SAF in a manner consistent
with both the heat flow data and our modeling results is that the amount of energy that
goes towards frictional heating during fault slip is considerably less than predicted by our
current understanding of the earthquake energy budget. Estimates of EH are constrained
by very few laboratory experiments (e.g. Lockner and Okubo, 1983; Brown, 1998; Mair
and Marone, 2000) and are generally supported by the small values determined for EG
and ER. In a surprising result, laboratory experiments on dry samples by Brown (1998)
found that at high normal stresses, frictional heating during stick-slip sliding produced
~50% of the heat generated by stable sliding for the same material, normal stress, and
displacement.

The missing energy was not well-explained by estimates of surface
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creation, rate and state friction, or fluid pressurization. Brown (1998) suggested that
additional energy release processes, such as interface separation waves may be a possible
explanation. This is not a perfect explanation for the lack of a heat flow anomaly along
the SAF; if stick-slip sliding (i.e. earthquake slip) produces considerably less heat than
stable sliding (creeping) such that it does not produce an observable heat flow anomaly
within 5 Myr, it would still not explain the lack of a heat flow anomaly along the
creeping section of the SAF, unless creeping behavior observed in that region is a very
recent phenomenon. The results of Brown (1998), however, highlight the potential
uncertainty regarding our understanding of the earthquake energy budget. In our models,
if frictional heat generation were scaled by 50%, a strong fault scenario with σv = σ2 = σ3
would produce results similar to our model with τFavg = 48 MPa (Fig. 3.10), and an
observable near-fault anomaly would still be predicted.
Other constraints from laboratory experiments may also influence our
understanding of the earthquake energy budget. As mentioned, long-held assumptions
regarding the parameter EG have recently been challenged. Using improved methods of
determining extremely small grain size distributions in fault gouge, Wilson et al. (2005)
find considerably more surface area may be created than previously thought, and that the
amount of energy consumed creating new surface area may be as large as 50% of the
total energy budget. They suggest this may explain the lack of a heat flow anomaly and
allow for a strong fault.
Seismic stress drops in this region have been found to have a median value of
~6.75 MPa (Allman and Shearer, 2007), corresponding to values of ER / ET of 0.281 and
0.135, assuming our two strong fault scenarios with 48 and 100 MPa average shear
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strengths, respectively. In an extreme scenario, in which surface creation is 50% of the
total energy budget and radiated energy for these two scenarios are 28 and 13%, the rate
of frictional heat generation with depth would be 1.84 and 3.83 mWm-2 per km. The
former scenario (τFavg = 48 MPa) produces heat at a rate less than our weak fault scenario
presented in Fig. 3.10 and would not generate an observable near-fault anomaly.
However, this scenario represents the case where σ2 = σmean (X = 0.5), which is
inconsistent with borehole observations within this region and observations of both
strike-slip and thrust earthquakes (Hickman and Zoback, 2004). For the case where X ~
0, this extreme scenario produces heat at a rate fairly close to the value used in our lesser
strong fault scenario where τFavg = 48 MPa, and would still result in a large near-fault
anomaly (Fig. 3.10).
It should be noted that the situations presented here are highly speculative endmembers.

They highlight, however, the point that considerable differences in our

assumptions about fault energy budgets may strongly affect interpretations of fault
strength from heat flow. A small value of EH in the energy budget that may allow a
strong fault to be undetectable by heat flow would not, however, explain the inferred
stress orientations at a high angle to the SAF (e.g. Townend and Zoback, 2004; Hickman
and Zoback, 2004).

3.6.2.3 Weak fault

Our preferred interpretation of the model results is that the SAF near Parkfield is
weak, with an average shear strength τFavg < ~20 MPa. This interpretation is consistent
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with that of numerous previous authors (e.g. d’Alessio et al., 2006; Fulton et al., 2004;
Williams et al., 2004; Townend and Zoback, 2004; Hickman and Zoback, 2004; Saffer et
al., 2003; Sass et al., 1997; Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980). The relative weakness of the
SAF could result from very low friction coefficient material (µ ≤ 0.06; Eqs. 22 and 23),
supra-lithostatic fluid pressures, or a combination of both high fluid pressures and low
friction, localized within the fault zone (e.g. Moore and Rymer, 2007; Townend, 2007;
Faulkner et al., 2006; Rice, 1992).

3.7 Summary

Overall, our results highlight the effects of thermal refraction, mainly resulting
from basement topography, on shallow heat flow. Sensitivity analyses show that for
shallow (<3 km deep) basement contacts, wavelengths of ~10 km may be the most
important resolution to constrain for heat flow analysis, particularly when the thermal
conductivity contrast across the contact may be large. When our models are applied to
the Parkfield region, the results imply that thermal refraction is a plausible explanation
for previously unexplained heat flow scatter observed within this area and potentially
throughout the California Coast Ranges.

The models produce scatter of similar

magnitudes and wavelengths as observed, and produce spatial trends similar to those
within the data. Although thermal refraction may play a significant role in affecting heat
flow in this region, it joins the ranks of numerous other conductive and advective
processes that are unable to mask the effects of a near-fault anomaly predicted for a
strong SAF in a manner consistent with observations.
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Although the mechanisms for fault weakness are unclear, it is apparent that
potential mechanisms exist that could possibly account for both the heat flow and stress
observations.

A strong fault, on the other hand, requires a major revision to the

earthquake energy budget, or some yet unexplored process to mask a heat flow anomaly,
as well as a separate explanation for the stress orientations. We feel that at this time a
weak fault remains the simplest and most logical explanation. Continued work into
determining the frictional properties of fault zone materials and the plausibility of
hydrologic mechanisms, along with direct observations from deep drilling may help
distinguish the most likely sources of fault weakness and whether these mechanisms are
typical of all faults or are particular to the SAF.
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Chapter 4
Debunking crustal dehydration as the cause of a weak and overpressured San
Andreas Fault‡‡
Abstract

Many plate boundary faults, including the San Andreas Fault, appear to slip at
anomalously low shear stress. One long-standing explanation for a “weak” San Andreas
Fault is that fluid release by dehydration reactions during regional metamorphism
generates elevated fluid pressures that are localized onto the fault, reducing the effective
normal stress. We evaluate this hypothesis by calculating realistic fluid production rates
for the San Andreas fault system, and incorporating them into 2-D fluid flow models. Our
results show that for a wide range of permeability distributions, fluid sources from crustal
dehydration are too small and short-lived to generate, sustain, or localize fluid pressures
on the fault sufficient to explain its apparent weakness. This suggests that alternative
mechanisms, possibly acting locally within the fault zone, such as shear compaction or
thermal pressurization, may be necessary to explain the weak nature of the San Andreas
Fault.

‡‡

The content of this chapter has been submitted for publication as “Fulton, P.M., D.M. Saffer, and B.A.
Bekins (2008), Debunking crustal dehydration as the cause of a weak and overpressured San Andreas
Fault.”
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4.1 Introduction

The San Andreas Fault (SAF) has been interpreted to slip at shear stresses 1020% of those predicted by laboratory-derived friction laws, based on the lack of a
frictionally generated near-fault heat flow anomaly (e.g. Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980),
and the high angle (up to 85o) between the fault and the direction of the maximum
principal horizontal stress σH in the adjacent crust (Townend and Zoback, 2004; Zoback
et al., 1987). These observations have been interpreted to indicate an average resolved
shear stress <10 MPa on the active fault plane for much of its length along strike. Similar
observations at other plate boundaries suggest that this behavior is common to the Earth’s
major fault systems (Hickman, 1991; Townend, 2006).

The cause of mechanical

weakness along these faults is a key unknown in the physics of faulting and earthquakes,
and has thus attracted considerable interest.
One popular explanation for weak plate boundary faults is the long-term presence
of fluid overpressures, which reduce the effective normal stress, and thereby the shear
stress required for fault slip (Hubert and Rubey, 1959; Rice, 1992). In subduction zones,
the presence of large overpressures and their influence on crustal deformation has been
well established (e.g. Saffer and Bekins, 2006; Shi and Wang, 1988). Along the San
Andreas fault system, overpressures have been inferred from seismic studies NE of the
fault zone (Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1993) and observed directly in wells that
penetrate the Franciscan Complex (Berry, 1973), although the spatial distribution and
magnitude of these fluid pressures, their driving mechanisms, and their influence on fault
strength remains unclear. An alternative explanation for fault weakness is that extremely
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low friction coefficient material is present within the fault zone. However, very few
materials likely present in any abundance within the San Andreas Fault have friction
coefficients low enough to account for either the thermal or geomechanical constraints
(Moore and Rymer, 2007; Tembe et al., 2006).
For typical rock and fault gouge friction coefficients of 0.6-0.85, the lack of an
observable heat flow anomaly near the San Andreas Fault can be explained if fluid
pressures are ≥ ~88% of the lithostatic stress, equivalent to a normalized fluid pressure
ratio, λ* ≥ 0.80 (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980), where:

λ* =

Plitho

P'
− Phydro

Eq. 4.1,

and P’ is excess pore pressure (= Pf - Phydro), and Pf, Phydro, and Plitho are pore fluid,
hydrostatic, and lithostatic pressures, respectively (Shi and Wang, 1988). The large angle
formed by σH and the San Andreas Fault suggests that the fault is both weak in an
absolute sense and considerably weaker than the surrounding crust (e.g., Townend and
Zoback, 2004; Zoback et al., 1987).

For fluids to account for this relative weakness,

overpressures must be even larger and localized within the fault zone (Rice, 1992;
Townend, 2006). It may also be the case that a combination of low friction coefficient
material within the fault zone and moderately elevated fluid pressures act together to
weaken the fault.
Hypothesized mechanisms for generating fluid overpressures along the San
Andreas Fault include: fluid influx into the base of the crust from mantle sources (Rice,
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1992), fluid production within the crust from metamorphic dehydration (Irwin and
Barnes, 1975), and porosity loss as a result of fault normal compaction between tectonic
blocks (Berry, 1973) or compaction within the fault zone (Sleep and Blanpied, 1992). To
date, the ability of these mechanisms to generate, sustain, or localize fluid pressures at
regional scales has not been rigorously evaluated in the context of realistic geology and
geologic forcings.
Here, we provide the first quantitative test of the long-standing hypothesis that
fluids produced by metamorphic dehydration within the crust drive the development and
long-term maintenance of elevated fluid pressures along the San Andreas Fault (Irwin
and Barnes, 1975) (Fig. 4.1). We define realistic fluid sources based on P-T histories
specific to Northern Californian crust. We then evaluate the potential of these sources to
generate overpressures in a comprehensive suite of 2-D fluid flow models of the
seismogenic crust perpendicular to the San Andreas Fault.

4.2 Geologic and Tectonic Setting

Much of the crust in Northern and Central California is composed of the
Franciscan Complex, which bounds the eastern side of the present-day San Andreas Fault
in Central California; the crust west of the fault is generally composed of Salinian granite
(Fig. 4.1). The Franciscan Complex is an uplifted Mesozoic to Cenozoic accretionary
complex formed during the subduction of the Farallon plate beneath the North American
plate, and consists of mélange, graywacke, shale, chert, mafic volcanics, and blocks of
greenstone and blueschist (Wakabayashi, 1999). In the vicinity of the San Andreas Fault
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and throughout much of Northern and Central California, the Franciscan is overlain by a
tectonically-emplaced sub-horizontal serpentinite unit associated with the Coast Range
Ophiolite, which is itself overlain by siliciclastic sediments of the Great Valley Sequence
(Fig. 4.1) (Irwin and Barnes, 1975; Irwin, 1990; Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1993;
McPhee et al., 2004). Irwin and Barnes (1975) proposed that this low-permeability
serpentinite body traps fluids released during heating of the Franciscan, focusing
overpressures within a more permeable fault zone (Fig. 4.1B) and leading to both the
mechanical weakness of the San Andreas Fault and to dominantly aseismic slip in regions
where the low-permeability units abut the fault and act as effective seals.

This

conceptual model is supported indirectly by seismic velocities beneath the serpentinite
unit interpreted to indicate the presence of overpressures (Eberhart-Phillips and Michael,
1993), overpressures observed in wells completed within the Franciscan (Berry, 1973),
and the spatial distribution of surface springs and fault creep (Irwin and Barnes, 1975).
Regional metamorphism within the Franciscan Complex results from the creation
of the San Andreas Fault (Guzofski and Furlong, 2002; ten Brink et al., 1999). The
transition from subduction to strike-slip tectonics along the western edge of the North
American plate began ~ 25-29 Ma as a strand of the East Pacific Rise spreading center
separating the Farallon and Pacific plates was subducted beneath the North American
plate (Atwater and Stock, 1998). Subduction of this ridge segment juxtaposed the Pacific
and North American plates, creating the San Andreas Fault transform boundary south of
the Mendocino Fracture Zone. To the north, the Juan de Fuca plate and Gorda subplate
(remaining portions of Farallon) continue to subduct along the present-day Cascadia
subduction zone (Fig. 4.1). The San Andreas Fault, Cascadia trench, and Mendocino
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Fracture Zone meet at the Mendocino Triple Junction (MTJ). Over time, the Mendocino
Triple Junction and the slab subducting beneath North America have migrated northward,
extending the San Andreas Fault. In the wake of this migration, the space once filled by
subducting slab has been replaced by upwelled aesthenosphere (Furlong et al., 2003)
resulting in dramatic temperature changes within the overlying crust (Lachenbruch and
Sass, 1980, Guzofski and Furlong, 2002).

4.3 Modeling Methods

4.3.1 Metamorphic Fluid Release Rate

To evaluate whether dehydration of Franciscan crust caused by these temperature
changes is sufficient to generate fault-weakening overpressures, we first calculate the
magnitude and distribution of expected fluid release based on the P-T history of the crust
in response to passage of the Mendocino Triple Junction.

In this study, we focus

exclusively on H2O, although CO2 may also contribute to overpressure generation
(Bredehoeft and Ingebritsen, 1990; Ingebritsen and Manning, 1999). To describe a
realistic P-T history for Franciscan crust, we use an existing geodynamic and thermal
model that accounts for changes in crustal thickness caused by coupling between the
North American plate and the edge of the northward migrating Gorda slab (Guzofski and
Furlong, 2002). Mid- to lower- crustal rocks are progressively heated, first by crustal
thickening, and subsequently by upwelled aesthenosphere as the crust is thinned (Fig.
4.2). This model was conceived on the basis of a wide range of geophysical and
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Figure 4.2: A) NW-SE cross section along profile of Fig. 4.1, showing calculated spatial
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Triple Junction passage (Guzofski and Furlong, 2002). The dashed line represents the
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magnitude of depth-averaged dehydration-driven fluid sources (units of VH2O Vrock-1 s-1).
B) Spatial distribution of H2O content in Franciscan crust similar to panel A), but using
the thermal modeling results of ten Brink et al. (1999) for thermal re-equilibration of 4
Ma subducted Gorda slab stretched beneath 20 km thick Franciscan crust south of the
Mendocino Triple Junction. The crust does not thicken or thin in this model and thus the
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to the triple junction passage and thus there are no sources during this time. The
magnitude and duration of depth-averaged fluid sources are similar to those shown for
the preferred model in panel A).
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geological data, and is consistent with geophysical estimates of crustal thickness, heat
flow, regional geomorphology, topography, the location of volcanism, and geodetic strain
measurements (Furlong et al., 2003).
The spatial-temporal extent of our analysis (Figs. 4.1 – 4.2) follows a NW-SE
profile roughly parallel to the direction of triple junction migration. The transect begins
200 km North of the Mendocino Triple Junction (5 Myr prior to its passage), where the
crust is assumed to have a thickness of ~15 km and a steady-state temperature profile
associated with subduction (Guzofski and Furlong, 2002).

Temperatures change

dramatically as the crust thickens to a maximum of ~40 km at the Mendocino Triple
Junction (5 Myr model time) before the subducting slab is replaced with upwelled
aesthenosphere and the crust is thinned to ~20 km (Furlong et al., 2003; Guzofski and
Furlong, 2002; Beaudoin et al., 1998). Assuming the Mendocino Triple Junction has
progressed northward relative to the North American plate at 40 km Myr-1, location in
present time (km) along our profile can also be represented as elapsed time (Myr) since
triple junction passage.
To assess the sensitivity of our results to the assumed P-T history, we also
consider an alternative thermal model that does not include crustal thickening and
thinning, but still honors heat flow and volcanic data (ten Brink et al., 1999). This model
suggests that instead of creating a “slab gap” south of the Mendocino Triple Junction, the
Gorda slab is stretched beneath the overriding North American plate and heat flow
patterns are a result of temperature re-equilibration. Fluid source estimates from both
geodynamic models are highly similar in both magnitude and duration (Fig. 4.2).
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We calculate the amount of H2O released from metamorphic reactions by tracking
rock parcels as they are subjected to changing P-T conditions (Fig. 4.2), and computing
the wt% H2O contained in stable minerals based on thermodynamic stability fields. Fluid
release rates are defined by the change in H2O content over time. Our method of
estimating dehydration fluid sources based on P-T paths and thermodynamic stability
fields is similar to that of Peacock (1990). For our analysis we assume a chemical
composition similar to mid-ocean ridge basalt in order to utilize thermodynamicallybased formulations of bulk rock H2O content at a range of P-T conditions (Hacker et al.,
2003).
By assuming a composition entirely of maximally hydrated basalt for the initial PT conditions, our estimates reflect the maximum possible fluid source. Franciscan rocks
generally consist of pelitic sediments, metabasalts, and greywackes (which are composed
of anhydrous quartz and feldspar grains mixed with pelitic clays and/or volcanic
sediments of basaltic origin (Saha et al., 2005, Larue and Sampayo, 1990)). Fluid content
curves for metapelites and for Franciscan metabasalts derived from stage heating
experiments are highly similar to each other over the P-T conditions of this study (Fyfe et
al., 1978). The fluid contents we obtain from our calculations also agree well both with
empirical curves (Fyfe et al., 1978) and the range of observed bound H2O contents
measured directly for Franciscan rocks (Bailey et al, 1964, Jayko, 1984). Where there is
considerable uncertainty regarding the degree of zeolite hydration in the upper 2 km of
crust, we assume an H2O content of 5 wt.% (Fig. 4.2). We also assume that no
rehydration reactions occur within our period of analysis, specifying that H2O content
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never increases. Thus, H2O content is highly dependent upon the rock’s history and may
not always equal its maximum potential.
An understanding of the fluid production rate allows us to evaluate how these
fluid sources may affect fluid pressure. In general, the evolution of fluid pressure with
time can be described by Eq. 4.2 (similar to Neuzil, 1995; Wong et al., 1997; Ague et al.,
1998):

φ (β f + βφ )

∂P'
k
= ∇ • ( ∇P ' ) + Γ
µ
∂t

Eq. 4.2.

where P’ is the excess fluid pressure (Pa), φ is porosity, βf (Pa-1) and βφ (Pa-1) are fluid
and pore compressibility, µ is fluid viscosity (Pa-s), k is permeability (m2) and Γ is the
geologic forcing (Vol/Vol s-1) (Neuzil, 1995).
For prograde metamorphic dehydration the geologic forcing, Γ, reflects the
release of bound fluid (H2O) and subsequent compaction of the rock, resulting in a fluid
source term (e.g. Bekins et al., 1994; see Neuzil, 1995 for a detailed explanation). For
metamorphic dehydration, the geologic forcing reflects both the rate of bound fluid
release and the rate of irreversible (non-poroelastic) porosity φ* production (Wong et al.,
1997; Connolly, 1997):

Γ=

∂ ( wt % H 2O ) ρ r ∂ (φ * )
−
∂t
∂t
ρf

Eq. 4.3.
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where ρr and ρf are rock and fluid densities (kg-m-3), respectively.
To evaluate the end-member case that maximizes the potential for overpressure
generation, we assume that the irreversible porosity production component in Eq. 4.3 is
negligible (e.g. Hanson, 1992; Neuzil, 1995). In other words, in calculating our fluid
sources we do not account for any reduction in volume of the solid phases. An increase
in total volume during metamorphism ∆V (= ∆Vf + ∆Vs) > 0 promotes overpressure
development (Wong et al., 1997; Connolly, 1997; Ague et al., 1998). The change in fluid
volume ∆Vf during metamorphism is often large and positive, while the change in solid
volume ∆Vs generating new pore space is negative, yet small, such that ∆V is generally
positive (Wong et al., 1997; Ague et al., 1998). It should be noted that even in cases
where ∆Vs is large and ∆V is negative, pressurization is still expected, for large decreases
in solid volume cause embrittlement of the rock matrix and the newly generated porosity
is often lost to compaction (Connolly, 1997).

4.3.2 Hydrologic Modeling

To evaluate how fluid pressures evolve in space and time, we use the finiteelement code SUTRA (Voss, 1984) to simulate coupled fluid flow and heat transport in
transient 2-D models that incorporate the time-dependent fluid sources and account for
thickening and thinning of the seismogenic crust, temperature changes and their resulting
effects on fluid properties, and 2-D geologic structures specific to Northern and Central
California. Model grids consist of rectangular 50 km-wide cross-sections centered on a
vertical strike-slip fault (Fig. 4.3). These grids are perpendicular to the fault and to our
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Figure 4.3: Example model domain illustrating the key components of our hydrologic
models. Models are 50 km wide and centered on the San Andreas Fault. Model
thickness varies with time as described in the text and Fig. 2A. Initial and boundary
conditions are described in the text. Fluid sources are implemented on the NE side of the
fault. Fluid sources from crustal dehydration produced beneath our model domain are
prescribed as a basal fluid flux. Model scenarios generally include the implementation of
a horizontal low permeability serpentinite unit and fault zone structures as described in
the text. Subpanels illustrate some of the conceptual models of hydrologic fault zone
structure we evaluate, including: a fault higher in permeability than the country rock
acting as a conduit for fluid flow (fault conduit model), a low-permeability fault acting as
a flow barrier (fault barrier model), a low-permeability fault core surrounded by more
permeable damage zone (barrier and damage zone model), and a fault conduit plugged by
a broad low-permeability clay / ultracataclasite zone at shallow depth (plugged fault
model).
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profile used in determining fluid source terms (Fig. 4.1). Model thicknesses are defined
by the initial position of a rock parcel never exceeding 350oC during its P-T history and
corresponding approximately to the base of the seismogenic crust (Guzofski and Furlong,
2002; Sibson, 1982) (Fig. 4.2A, black line). Below this depth, rocks deform ductilely.
We assume that all fluids produced beneath our model domain migrate into the overlying
brittle crust (Walther and Orville, 1982; Peacock, 1990; Bredehoeft and Ingebritsen,
1990; Ingebritsen and Manning, 1999).
The bottom boundary of our model is set as a flux boundary for the fluids
generated beneath the model domain and as a prescribed temperature boundary based on
the results of Guzofski and Furlong (2002). At the upper boundary, we set pressure to be
atmospheric and temperature constant at 10 oC. Fluid sources generated within the model
domain are assigned to their corresponding depths on the NE side of the fault where the
Franciscan Complex is present. Side boundaries are set as no-flow boundaries for heat or
fluid (Fig. 4.3).
We assign a time-averaged permeability of the country rock in our models using a
permeability-depth relation derived specifically for continental crust undergoing prograde
metamorphism (Ingebritsen and Manning, 1999):

log k xx = −3.2 log z − 14 ;

k zz =

k xx
10

Eq. 4.4

In a subset of simulations, we include a 500 m thick, low permeability
serpentinite body (k=10-20 m-2) extending across the eastern half of the model domain at a
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depth of 2 km (Fig. 4.3). In addition, we evaluate a wide range of fault permeability
structures (Fig. 4.3), including: a 500 m wide low permeability fault acting as a barrier
(kfault = kcrust/100), a fault conduit (kfault = kcrust x 100), a fault barrier within a 1.5 km wide
conduit damage zone, and a conduit plugged by a 3 km-deep, 2 km-wide barrier. The
latter simulates a broad, clay-rich, low-permeability fault zone at shallow depth and a
permeable, fracture dominated fault zone at greater depths, which is one interpretation of
geophysical data near the fault (e.g. Bedrosian et al., 2004). In all cases, we implement
fault zone permeability architectures after 5 Myr elapsed model time, when strike-slip
tectonics begin. We investigate sensitivity to model permeability by running simulations
in which all permeabilities are reduced by one order of magnitude (herein referred to as
our “low-permeability models”).
Porosity ranging from ~10-2 to ~10-4 is defined by the Kozeny-Carman
relationship between permeability and porosity and follows a similar decrease with depth
(Ingebritsen and Manning, 1999; Carman, 1956). Previous authors have illustrated the
potential for short-timescale transient changes in porosity and permeability during the
dehydration process and their effects on episodic fluid flow (e.g. Connolly, 1997; Wong
et al., 1997). Here, we assign permeability and porosity to reflect time-averaged values,
which are most appropriate for the process and time scale under investigation. As
mentioned above, we assume that the dehydration process has no net effect on porosity,
such that there is no porosity production and hence no increase in permeability.
Relaxation of this assumption has little influence on either: a) how permeability and
porosity are assigned or b) fluid sources driving pressure, because most of our fluid
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sources (as much as 98%) are generated below the model domain and are incorporated as
a fluid flux along that boundary (e.g. Rice, 1992).
Thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity are assigned values for rock
matrix of 2.5 Wm-1K-1 and 840 J kg-1K-1 throughout the model domain, and 0.6 Wm-1K-1
and 4182 J kg-1K-1 for water (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980; Voss, 1984). Fluid and pore
compressibility are assigned values of 4.4*10-10 and 10-9 Pa-1, respectively (Voss, 1984).
Density of rock matrix is set at 2600 kg/m3 and density of water at 20 oC is set at 1000
kg/m3. Fluid flow is coupled to heat transport by prescribing a coefficient of fluid density
change per degree of temperature change of -0.375 kg.m-3K-1 (Voss, 1984).
In running our models, we consider two end-member initial conditions. In one set
of simulations, we initiate models 5 Myr prior to Mendocino Triple Junction passage with
hydrostatic pressures throughout the crust (λ* = 0; hydrostatic initial condition) to
evaluate fluid pressure development resulting solely from dehydration of the Franciscan.
In a second set of simulations, we prescribe an overpressured initial condition (λ* = 0.67;
equivalent to an excess pressure gradient of 10.5 MPa/km or 80% of lithostatic) to reflect
elevated pore pressures generated by subduction-related processes (such as
disequilibrium compaction) that occur prior to the passage of the Mendocino Triple
Junction (Saffer and Bekins, 2006; Shi and Wang, 1988). All models are run for 15 Myr
in 500 yr time steps. Vertical thickness of the model domain and basal temperature are
adjusted every 0.5 Myr.
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4.4 Results and Discussion

Our fluid release calculations suggest that metamorphic dehydration of the
Franciscan is not a viable long-term source of fluids along the San Andreas Fault,
because dehydration is limited to only the 5 Myr before and after passage of the
Mendocino Triple Junction (Fig. 4.2).

By 5 Myr after triple junction passage, crustal

temperatures begin to decrease (Guzofski and Furlong, 2002) and deep crustal rocks have
lost most of their bound H2O. Depth-averaged sources are ~ 10-17 s-1 (units of VH2O Vrock1

s-1) prior to Mendocino Triple Junction passage, and peak at ~ 10-16 s-1 for ~ 4 Myr

before decreasing to < 10-18 s-1 by 5 Myr after passage. The depth-averaged fluid sources
from the reduction of porosity (compaction) as rock parcels are buried during crustal
thickening are considerably smaller at ~ 10-18 - 10-17 s-1.
Fluid source calculations using the ten Brink et al. (1999) model for the thermal
history of the Franciscan crust result in depth-averaged fluid sources that are of roughly
the same order magnitude and duration as the Guzofski and Furlong (2002) model (Fig.
4.2). Peak sources are also ~10-16 s-1 in the ~5 Myr period after Mendocino Triple
Junction passage and continue at ~10-16.5 s-1 for the following 2 Myr before ceasing.
The degree to which fluid sources affect fluid pressures is related to the source
strength and the diffusive properties of the rock. Simple calculations by Neuzil, 1995
illustrate that for a 1-D scenario, significant overpressures will be maintained when the
average strength of the fluid source (geologic forcing, Γ) meets the following criterion:

Γ > K/L

Eq. 4.4
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where K is effective bulk hydraulic conductivity (ms-1) and L is the distance (m) to the
nearest pressure boundary. Taking the peak fluid source strength of 10-16 s-1 and 104 m
for L, overpressures are expected for K < 10-12 m.s-1, corresponding to an effective
vertical permeability of < ~10-19 m2, which is plausible if the serpentinite layer acts as a
low-permeability seal. Thus, the more detailed hydrologic modeling described here is
required to investigate how fluid pressures are affected by 2-D permeability architecture,
and how they may evolve with time-dependent, spatially-distributed fluid sources.
Implementation of fluid sources from our preferred model (Fig. 4.2A) into fluid
flow models generates only modest overpressures. For models with hydrostatic initial
conditions, depth-averaged excess pore pressures peak within the 5 Myr after the
Mendocino Triple Junction when sources are greatest, but pore pressures return to
hydrostatic values within 0.5 Myr after fluid sources diminish (Figs. 4.4-4.5). The peak
simulated pressures are λ* < 0.02 (equivalent to an average overpressure gradient of 0.3
MPa/km, or 40% of lithostatic) and < 0.13 for scenarios with low model permeability (2
MPa/km overpressure, 46% of lithostatic). These pressures are considerably smaller than
λ* > 0.80 (12.5 MPa/km overpressure, 88% of lithostatic) required by the heat flow
constraint.
Our results also illustrate that dehydration sources are insufficient to maintain
overpressures over millions of years, for a wide range of geologically reasonable
permeability architectures. For simulations with subduction initial conditions, modeled
pressures drop sharply from a prescribed λ* = 0.67 (10.5 MPa/km excess pressure, 80%
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Figure 4.4: A-C) Depth-averaged values of λ* (average λ* from 2 km depth to model
base), taken at the fault zone (red), 15 km to the NE of the fault (blue), and 15 km to the
SW (green), for models representative of the Irwin and Barnes (1975) hypothesis with a
horizontal serpentinite layer and a permeable fault zone acting as a conduit. Results from
model simulations with hydrostatic initial conditions are shown by solid lines, and results
for subduction initial conditions are shown by dashed lines. Panels A) and B) show
results for our “fault conduit” model, for permeability of the surrounding crust described
by Eq. (4) (Panel A), and for our “low permeability model” in which permeability
throughout the model domain is decreased by one order of magnitude (Panel B). For
both sets of simulations, no significant overpressures are generated within the fault zone
(red solid lines). Panel C) shows results for a “plugged conduit” model; in this case the
permeable fault still inhibits the development of overpressures. Panel D) shows the depth
distribution of fluid pressure 1 Myr after passage of the Mendocino Triple Junction for a
variant of Irwin and Barnes’ (1975) proposed model most likely to generate large pore
pressures: “low permeability model” incorporating a subduction initial condition, a
serpentinite unit, and a fault acting as a conduit. Fluid pressures within the fault zone are
considerably less than to both the NE and SW.
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Figure 4.5: Similar to Fig. 4.4, showing model results for simulations that include a low
permeability fault acting as a barrier to horizontal fluid flow (“fault barrier model”).
Panels A) and B) illustrate that a fault barrier compartmentalizes overpressures NE of the
fault, beneath the serpentinite layer. Panel B) shows that with low county rock
permeability fluid pressures on the fault can be generated from dehydration when the
fault acts as a barrier, but as also illustrated in panel D), fluid pressures are always greater
to the NE than on the fault itself. Panel C) shows results from a fault barrier with higher
permeability damage zone around it. In comparison with panel A) the damage zone does
not appear to help promote pressure generation within the fault, but rather enhances the
ability for pressures in the fault zone to diffuse.
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of lithostatic) to a depth-averaged λ* < 0.3 (4.7 MPa/km excess pressure, 57% of
lithostatic) at the fault within 1 Myr after Mendocino Triple Junction passage (Figs. 4.44.5). For our low permeability models (Figs. 4.4B and 4.5B) with subduction initial
conditions, an average λ* ~0.2 (3.1 MPa/km excess pressure, 51% of lithostatic) is
maintained at the fault for ~2-3 Myr after Mendocino Triple Junction passage, coincident
with the timing of the largest fluid sources (Fig. 4.2A). However, in all model scenarios,
pressures diminish to near-hydrostatic values within 4-5 Myr (Figs. 4.4-4.5).
None of our model simulations generated fluid pressures higher within the fault
zone than in the wall rocks, as required if fluid overpressures are the source of relative
fault weakness. Modeled pressures within the fault itself are generally greater than those
to the SW, but smaller than those to the NE where overpressures are greatest beneath the
serpentinite seal (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5).

Fig. 4.4 shows results from simulations that

represent the model of Irwin and Barnes with a fault conduit, for permeability of the
surrounding crust described by Eq. 4.4 (Fig. 4.4A), and for our “low permeability model”
in which permeability throughout the model domain is decreased by one order of
magnitude (Fig. 4.4B). For both sets of simulations, no significant overpressures are
generated from dehydration alone within the fault zone or to the SW; values of λ* to the
NE are slightly higher but remain < 0.05 (0.8 MPa/km excess pressure, or 42% of
lithostatic) even for the low-permeability model.

Similarly, for a scenario that

incorporates a fault conduit plugged by low permeability material in the uppermost few
km (Fig. 4.4C), fault zone pressures do not deviate from hydrostatic values within the
fault, and are lower than those to both the NE and SW. In these simulations, peak values
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of λ* occur to the NE of the fault, reaching values < 0.02 (0.3 MPa/km excess pressure,
or 40% of lithostatic).
For all cases in which either the fault or the damage zone has permeability higher
than the surrounding country rock (both the fault conduit model and the combined fault
barrier-damage zone model), the high permeability allows subduction-related pressures to
diffuse within 1-3 Myr, and inhibits any significant pore pressure development on the
fault from crustal dehydration (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5C). The variant of Irwin and Barnes’
(1975) proposed model most likely to generate large pore pressures is “low permeability
model” incorporating a subduction initial condition, a serpentinite unit, and a fault acting
as a conduit. The depth distribution of fluid pressure for this model, 1 Myr after
Mendocino Triple Junction passage, illustrates that fluid pressures within the fault zone
diffuse rapidly and are considerably lower than in the surrounding crust (Fig. 4.4D).
Within 1 Myr, fluid pressures within the fault drop from the prescribed subduction initial
condition to a depth-averaged λ* of 0.15 (2.4 MPa/km excess pressure, or 47% of
lithostatic) compared to values of 0.31 to the NE and 0.23 to the SW (4.9 and 3.6
MPa/km excess pressure, or 58 and 53% of lithostatic, respectively).
Simulations that include a fault acting as a barrier can enhance pressure
development beneath the serpentinite seal (Fig. 4.5D). Our fault barrier models result in
greater overall fluid pressures than if the fault has the same (not shown) or higher
permeability than the country rock (Fig. 4.5). Peak values of depth-averaged λ* on the
fault from dehydration alone are 0.05 for our low permeability fault barrier model; these
are slightly higher than peak values of λ* = 0.02 for low permeability models with a
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serpentinite layer and no fault structure (corresponding to 0.3 MPa/km excess pressure, or
40% of lithostatic), and λ* < 0.01 for a fault conduit (~hydrostatic pressure). In the fault
barrier model, however, fluid pressures are again greatest to the NE of the fault rather
than on the fault itself, with peak depth-averaged λ* NE of the fault reaching 0.13 (2
MPa/km excess pressure, or 46% of lithostatic).
Other authors have shown that dehydration reaction kinetics of materials such as
serpentinite may allow for near-lithostatic fluid pressures to be generated within 101-102
yrs (e.g. Ague et al., 1998). However, these models require very low permeability (10-21
m2) and relatively large temperature increases (30-40 oC) associated with rapid burial
over these relatively short periods of time. For the predominantly strike-slip San Andreas
Fault, such rates of temperature change and the need for a mechanism to resupply midcrustal depths with hydrous material (e.g. vertical displacement) suggest that this model
would not be likely as a mechanism for long-term fluid production or overpressure
generation along the fault.

4.5 Implications

On the whole, our results provide a strong argument against the long-standing
hypothesis that crustal dehydration is the primary cause of either the absolute or relative
weakness of the San Andreas Fault. We demonstrate that metamorphic dehydration of
the Franciscan Complex following Mendocino Triple Junction passage is unlikely to
generate or sustain large overpressures on the San Andreas Fault if reasonable fluid
sources and a wide range of geologically realistic permeability architectures are
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considered. Any overpressures that are generated are small in magnitude and diffuse
quickly (Fig. 4.5). Our results also show that none of the widely invoked conceptual
models for hydrogeologic and fault zone structures (e.g. Caine et al., 1996) are likely to
localize overpressures onto a near vertical fault (such as the San Andreas) in a manner
consistent with observations that imply a fault weaker than the surrounding crust (Figs.
4.4-4.5). Together, these results suggest that a mechanism other than fluid overpressure
driven by crustal dehydration is required to explain a weak San Andreas Fault.
Quantification of additional fluid sources, such as from mantle devolatilization,
and better understanding of complex 2-D hydrogeologic structures and fault permeability
behaviors (Rice, 1992) may help determine whether any regionally-distributed geologic
forcing has the potential for generating overpressures that become localized within a
near-vertical fault zone.

Alternatively, porosity-loss mechanisms acting locally within

the fault zone (Sleep and Blanpied, 1992), or dynamic processes such as transient thermal
pressurization (Andrews, 2002) may provide a more realistic means of generating
localized overpressures that could act in combination with low friction fault gouge (e.g.
Moore and Rymer, 2007) to cause fault weakness.
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Chapter 5
The potential role of mantle-derived fluids in weakening the San Andreas Fault§§
Abstract

On the basis of both geomechanical and thermal data, the San Andreas Fault
(SAF) has been interpreted to act as a weak plane within much stronger crust, allowing it
to slip at very low shear stresses. One explanation for this weakness is that large fluid
overpressures exist locally within the fault zone. However, mechanisms for generating,
maintaining, and localizing pressures within the fault are poorly quantified. Here, we
evaluate whether realistic sources of mantle-derived fluids, proposed based on high
mantle helium signatures near the SAF, can generate localized fluid pressures within the
fault zone in a manner consistent with a wide-range of observations along the fault and in
the San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth (SAFOD) borehole. We first calculate a
reasonable estimate of the magnitude and location of a mantle-derived flux of water into
the crust. This fluid flux results from dehydration of a serpentinized mantle wedge
following the northward migration of the Mendocino Triple Junction and the transition
from subduction to strike-slip tectonics. We then evaluate the potential effect of this
water on fluid pressures within the crust using 2-D cross-sectional models of coupled
fluid flow and heat transport.

We show that in models with realistic permeability

anisotropy, controlled by NE-dipping faults and fractures within the country rock, large

§§
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localized fluid pressures can be focused along a SAF acting as a hydrologic barrier. Our
results illustrate a simple and potentially plausible means of weakening the SAF in a
manner generally consistent with available hydrologic, thermal, and mechanical
constraints.

5.1 Introduction

The San Andreas Fault (SAF), along with many other plate boundary faults, has
been interpreted to slip at shear stresses considerably less than expected for typical rock
and fault gouge friction coefficients, and assuming hydrostatic pore fluid pressures [e.g.
Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980; Zoback et al., 1987; Hickman et al., 1991]. The lack of a
heat flow anomaly from frictional heating near the SAF [e.g. Lachenbruch and Sass,
1980; Sass et al., 1997; Williams et al., 2004; Fulton et al., 2004b], and maximum
horizontal principal stress (σH) directions inferred to be at a very high angle (up to 85o)
with the SAF [e.g. Townend & Zoback, 2004; Hickman and Zoback, 2004] imply that the
fault is weak both in an absolute sense, and also considerably weaker than the
surrounding crust. One hypothesis for both this apparent absolute and relative fault
weakness is that fluid pressures within the fault zone are markedly higher than in the
surrounding crust [Rice, 1992; Byerlee, 1990; 1992]. The mechanisms for generating
and maintaining such pressures are poorly understood, although there has been
considerable speculation regarding the potential role of mantle-derived fluids, primarily
on the basis of geochemical data [e.g. Wiersberg & Erzinger, 2007; Faulkner and Rutter,
2001; Kharaka et al., 1999; Kennedy et al., 1997; Rice, 1992]. Here, we use numerical
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models of fluid flow and heat transport to investigate the potential role of mantle-derived
fluids in generating and sustaining large fluid pressures that are localized within the fault
zone, and testing whether such a mechanism would be consistent with a range of data
from the region and San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth (SAFOD).

5.1.1 Mantle fluids and a Weak San Andreas Fault

SAFOD is a borehole observatory consisting of a 3.2 km deep main borehole and
a 2.2 km deep pilot hole located near the town of Parkfield in central California, a focus
region for this study (Fig. 5.1). The main borehole is inclined such that it crosses the
fault from the SW at ~2.7 km depth below the surface. Numerous observations have
been made within SAFOD and the surrounding area regarding the hydrologic and
geomechanical nature of the fault that serve as important constraints on conceptual
models of fault strength and crustal-scale hydrogeology (Fig. 5.2, described in detail
below). Notably, isotopic evidence including high 3He/4He ratios and mantle values of
δ13C from HCO3- suggest the presence of mantle-derived fluids in wells and springs
primarily to the NE of the SAF, as well as within the SAFOD borehole as it crosses into
the North American plate [Kennedy et al., 1997; Kharaka et al., 1999; Wiersberg and
Erzinger, 2007].
Previous authors have suggested that a permeable fault surrounded by low
permeability country rock or damage zone may act as a conduit for mantle-derived fluids
and allow for large fluid pressures to be localized within the fault zone [Rice, 1992;
Kennedy, 1997]. Rice [1992] showed that with strongly anisotropic fault zone
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Figure 5.1: Map of California and Nevada. Quaternary faults are shown in grey with the
San Andreas Fault in black [U.S. Geological Survey et al., 2006]. The location of
Parkfield, CA, the San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth (SAFOD), and the
Mendocino Triple Junction (MTJ) are labeled.
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permeability, permeability in the surrounding crust considerably lower than in the fault,
and a near-lithostatic basal pressure boundary directly beneath the fault, large fluid
pressures develop locally within the fault during transient numerical simulations.
Observations in and around SAFOD, however, suggest that this may not be an adequate
representation of the SAF, at least within the Parkfield region. SAFOD observations,
including contrasts in both fluid chemistry and fluid pressure across the fault zone,
suggest that rather than being a permeable conduit, the fault appears to be considerably
less permeable than the surrounding crust and acts as a barrier for fluid flow [e.g.
Wiersberg and Erzinger, 2007; Fig. 5.2]. Although indications of high fluid pressures
within the fault zone were not observed during drilling [Zoback and Hickman, 2005], this
does not conclusively indicate that the fault zone is not overpressured, for the
measurement of pore fluid pressure in low permeability formations can take considerable
time (weeks to months) to equilibrate [e.g. Davis and Becker, 2007; Sawyer et al., 2008]
and indications of elevated fluid pressures are observed NE of the fault zone [Johnson
and McEvilly, 1995; Zoback and Hickman, 2005] .
In addition, several observations suggest that the source of mantle fluids is
greatest NE of the fault zone rather than directly beneath it. In particular, helium isotope
ratios from within the SAFOD main hole SW of the fault exhibit low values, typical of
meteoric and crustal-derived fluids, whereas higher values indicating a strong mantle
component are observed as the SAFOD borehole crosses the SAF into units within the
North American plate [Wiersberg and Erzinger, 2007]. This mantle signature increases
as the borehole continues to the NE, and additional well data, 1.4 km NE of the fault zone
near Parkfield, reveal even greater values indicating that as much as 25% of the helium is
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of mantle origin [Kennedy, 1997; Wiersberg and Erzinger, 2007]. Also, within the
Franciscan Complex, which is primarily to the NE of the SAF (Fig. 5.3), elevated fluid
pressures have been observed in deep boreholes, and a variety of geophysical surveys
through the Parkfield region (seismic, gravity and magnetic, and magnetotelluric) have
inferred a potentially overpressured zone capped by a serpentinite unit extending ~ 12 km
from the fault to the NE at depths > 3 km [Fig. 5.3; Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1993;
McPhee et al., 2004; Unsworth and Bedrosian, 2004].
The most promising source of mantle-derived fluids comes from potentially
hydrated and serpentinized mantle wedge material, which was serpentinized during
subduction prior to the formation of the SAF and may dehydrate after the plate boundary
along California transitions to strike-slip tectonics (Fig. 5.4) [Kirby et al., 2002]. The
SAF was created ~ 25 Ma when a portion of the East Pacific Rise spreading center
subducted beneath the North American plate creating two triple junctions, the Mendocino
Triple Junction (MTJ) to the north and the Rivera Triple Junction to the south [Atwater
and Stock, 1998]. The MTJ and the subducting slab have migrated northward over time,
transitioning Cascadia-like subduction into the strike-slip tectonics of the SAF system
[Atwater and Stock, 1998].

As the subducting slab is replaced with upwelled

aesthenosphere (or remaining slab stalls beneath the overlying crust and thermally reequilibrates) serpentinized upper mantle, believed to remain beneath the North American
crust, is exposed to increased temperature (Fig. 5.4B) [ten Brink et al., 1999; Guzofski
and Furlong, 2002; Kirby et al., 2002; Brocher et al., 2003; Erkan and Blackwell, 2008].
Serpentinite minerals are unique, and relevant to this study, in that they contain up to 10 –
13 wt% water in their mineral structure [Iwamori, 1998]. Kirby et al. [2002] suggest that
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SAF

serpentinite
Great Valley Sequence

Salinian
Granite
SW

Franciscan Complex

10 km

NE

Figure 5.3: Idealized schematic cross-section showing geologic structure typical of the
San Andreas Fault and surrounding crust [after McLaughlin et al., 2000; Bailey et al.,
1964; Irwin and Barnes, 1975; Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1993; McPhee et al., 2004;
Bleibinhaus et al., 2007]. The dip of mélange units within the Franciscan Complex (dark
units) along with NE-dipping faults and fractures associated with both the accretion of
the Franciscan Complex and present-day thrust faulting, likely act as permeable pathways
that may focus pressure toward the SAF.
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the temperature increase following the migration of the Mendocino Triple Junction drives
dehydration of the serpentinized mantle and potentially causes a large flux of fluid into
the overlying crust.
The presence of large zones of highly serpentinized mantle has been recognized
through geophysical imaging beneath Cascadia [Bostock et al., 2002; Brocher et al.,
2003; Blakely et al., 2005], as well as in numerous other subduction zones [e.g. Graeber
and Asch, 1999; Kamiya and Kobayashi, 2000; Kamimura et al., 2002; DeShon and
Schwartz, 2004; Tibi et al., 2008; see also Wada et al., 2008]. At Cascadia, on the basis
of low shear wave velocities, high Poisson’s ratio, and an inverted Moho along a trenchperpendicular transect, a zone ~50 km wide and ~ 20 km thick on average, within the
corner of the mantle wedge is interpreted to be serpentinized by at least 50-60% (Fig.
5.4A) [Bostock et al., 2002].
Here, we explore the potential role of mantle-derived fluids in weakening the SAF
by evaluating whether realistic fluid sources (in terms of both magnitude and location)
for the dehydration of serpentinized mantle similar to that observed beneath Cascadia
along with realistic permeability architecture for the fault and surrounding crust can
generate large localized fluid pressures in a manner consistent with observations. This
study differs from previous work examining the effect of mantle fluids on fluid pressures
along the SAF system in that we use 2-D hydrogeologic models that evaluate a realistic
fluid source rather than a prescribed basal pressure boundary immediately below the
fault, and we treat the SAF as a low-permeability barrier rather than as a conduit. As a
means of localizing fluid pressures, we evaluate the possible role of NE-dipping faults
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Figure 5.4: Idealized cartoon illustrating the transition from Cascadia-like subduction to
strike-slip tectonics following the northward migration of the Mendocino Triple Junction.
A) Adapted after Kirby, 2000 represents subduction occurring prior to the creation of the
SAF and locations north of the MTJ. It also shows the general location of serpentinized
mantle wedge material, predicted by thermal models and observed geophysically [e.g.
Bostock et al., 2002; Brocher et al., 2003; Wada et al., 2008]. B) idealized cross-section
following MTJ passage; as the down-going slab has migrated northward with the MTJ,
the space the slab once occupied is replaced by upwelling aesthenosphere which heats the
overlying crust and mantle [e.g. Guzofski and Furlong., 2002]. This temperature rise
dehydrates the serpentinized mantle wedge material [Kirby et al., 2002].
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and fractures within the surrounding country rock which may act to focus pressures
toward the fault zone (Fig. 5.3). Overall, this study addresses 1) whether a prolonged, yet
realistic fluid flux can generate large fluid pressures considering reasonable 2-D
permeability structure; and 2) whether a fault acting as a barrier and the expected location
of mantle fluid sources NE of the fault precludes the role of mantle fluids in localizing
pore fluid pressures within or along a near-vertical SAF.

5.1.2 Constraints on fluid pressures necessary to explain apparent fault weakness

The high angle observed between the SAF and the maximum horizontal principal
stress (ψ ~ 69o - 85o) implies that the fault acts as a weak plane within a stronger country
rock [e.g. Zoback et al., 1987; Mount and Suppe, 1987; Townend and Zoback, 2004;
Hickman and Zoback, 2004]. This relative weakness can be explained if there is material
of low friction coefficient localized within the fault zone, the fluid pressure ratio locally
within the fault (λf) is very large, or a combination of both (see Discussion). Fluid
pressure ratio λ is defined as:

λ = P / ρrgz

Eq. 5.1

where P is the pore fluid pressure (Pa), ρr is bulk rock density (kg m-3), g is gravitational
acceleration (m s-2), and z is depth (m). All variables in our analysis, and their definitions
and units, are summarized in Table 5.1. Together, ρrgz defines the lithostatic (i.e.
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Table 5.1: Table of variables

Variable
%ss
k
kc

kcmax
kdepth14
kdepth15
kf

kfmax
M1
M3
P
Pc
Pexcess
Pexcess_ss
Pf

Phydro
X
z

λ
λc
λf
µc
µf
ρr
σ1
σ2
σ3
σH
σh
σHf
σhf
σv
σψ

Parameter

Units

Eq. 9; relates excess pressure from transient results
to steady-state values
Permeability
Country rock permeability
Country rock permeability in direction of maximum
permeability
Scenarios with kcmax defined by Eq. 8;
Scenarios with kcmax one order of magnitude less
than defined by Eq. 8.
Fault zone permeability
Fault zone permeability in direction of maximum
permeability
Eq. 5; function of µc
Eq. 6; function of µc
Pore fluid pressure
Pore fluid pressure in country rock
Excess fluid pressure above hydrostatic at a given
time
Excess fluid pressure above hydrostatic at steadystate
Pore fluid pressure in fault zone
Hydrostatic fluid pressure
Eq. 7; parameter describing σ2 relative to σ1 and σ3
Depth (units of meters, unless otherwise noted)
Eq. 1; Fluid pressure ratio
Country rock fluid pressure ratio
Fault zone fluid pressure ratio
Country rock friction coefficient
Fault zone friction coefficient
Bulk rock density
Maximum principal stress
Intermediate principal stress
Minimum principal stress
Maximum horizontal principal stress
Minimum horizontal principal stress
Maximum horizontal principal stress within fault
zone
Minimum horizontal principal stress within fault
zone
Vertical principal stress (i.e. overburden stress)
Fault zone total normal stress

dimensionless
m2 (L2)
m2 (L2)
m2 (L2)
dimensionless
dimensionless
m2 (L2)
m2 (L2)
dimensionless
dimensionless
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
dimensionless
m (L)
dimensionless
dimensionless
dimensionless
dimensionless
dimensionless
M/L3 (kg.m-3)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
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σψ'
τψ
ψ

Eq. 4; Fault zone effective normal stress (σψ - Pc)
Shear stress on fault zone oriented at angle ψ to σ1
Angle between σH and fault zone

Pa (ML-1t-2)
Pa (ML-1t-2)
degrees
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overburden) stress (Pa); for ρr = 2600 kg.m-3, hydrostatic fluid pressures have a value of
λ = 0.38.
The fluid pressure ratio within the fault (λf) necessary for failure along the SAF is
a function of the shear stress (τψ) and the effective normal stress (σψ’=σψ - Pc) on the
fault plane and the fault zone friction coefficient (µf) (Fig 5.5):

λf =

⎛
τψ ⎞
⎟ ρ r gz
= ⎜ σ ψ '+ Pc −
ρ r gz ⎜⎝
µ f ⎟⎠
Pf

Eq. 5.2

where Pf and Pc are the fault zone and country rock fluid pressures, respectively.
Observations within the SAFOD pilot hole and microearthquake focal
mechanisms suggest that for the crust surrounding the SAF, the overburden stress σv
equals σ3, the least principal stress [Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1993; Hickman and
Zoback, 2004]. Assuming the surrounding crust is near-critically-stressed for failure
[Townend and Zoback, 2000], the shear stress (τψ) and effective normal stress (σψ’) on a
near-vertical strike-slip fault with σv = σ3 are defined by:

τψ =

(1 − λc )
2

⎡M3 M3
⎤
−
X + X − 1⎥ sin 2ψ
⎣ M1 M1
⎦

ρ r gz ⎢

Eq. 5.3
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M

M

σ ψ ' = (1 − λc )ρ r gz  3 sin 2 ψ +  3 X − X + 1 cos 2 ψ 
 M1

 M1


Eq. 5.4

shear stress, τ

µc
µf
country rock
2ψ
Pc=hydrostatic
(λc=0.4)

σv

σh

fault zone
σH

σhf

normal stress, σn

σHf

Pfault>lithostatic (λf>1.0)

Figure 5.5: Mohr-Coulomb diagram illustrating the role of localized fluid pressures in
explaining the relative weakness of the SAF [after Rice, 1992]. Scaled for µc = µf = 0.6,
λc = 0.38, ψ = 0.85, and assuming cohesion is equal to zero. As mentioned in the text,
differences in rheologic properties may allow total stresses within the fault zone to be
substantially higher than in the country rock [Rice, 1992; Faulkner et al., 2006]. The star
represents the stress state on the SAF inferred from the orientation of the fault (ψ) with
respect to the maximum horizontal principal stress in the surrounding country rock (σHc).
Solid Mohr circles represent stress states on vertical planes in the country rock (left) and
within the fault zone (right). Failure envelopes (µc = µf = 0.6) are shown for a hydrostatic
fluid pressure ratio in the country rock λc = 0.38 and the necessary fluid pressure ratio in
the fault zone for failure on the SAF (λf = 2.15).
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where λc is the fluid pressure ratio within the country rock, and M1 and M3 are functions
of the country rock friction coefficient, µc [Lachenbruch and McGarr, 1998; Fulton and
Saffer, 2008]:

⎛
µc
M 1 = ⎜1 +
⎜
2
1 + µc
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

−1

⎛
µc
M 3 = ⎜1 −
⎜
2
1 + µc
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

−1

Eq. 5.5

Eq. 5.6

and X ranging from 0 to 1 describes the magnitude of σ2 relative to σ1 and σ3 [Fulton and
Saffer, 2008]:

X =

σ2 −σ3
σ1 − σ 3

Eq. 5.7

Analysis of borehole breakouts and drilling-induced tensile fractures within the
SAFOD pilot hole show that X ≈ 0.2 at a distance of 1.8 km SW of the surface trace of
the SAF [Hickman and Zoback, 2004]. Rock samples from the SAFOD pilot hole and
surface outcrops reveal country rock friction coefficients of µc ≈ 0.6 [Tembe et al., 2006;
Carpenter et al., 2007]. Assuming the fault zone has a similar friction coefficient, such
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that µf = µc = 0.6 (relaxation of this assumption is discussed in Section 5.4) and values of
X = 0.2, ψ = 85o, and λc = 0.38, the necessary fault zone fluid pressure ratio for strike-slip
failure on the SAF is λf = 2.15 (Eq. 5.2) (Fig. 5.5). For a more conservative value of ψ =
69o, the maximum value determined from observations within the SAFOD pilot hole
[Hickman and Zoback, 2004], the necessary fluid pressure ratio in the fault is λf = 1.59.
Several studies have illustrated that total stresses within mature fault zones may be
magnified to values greater than the surrounding country rock as a result of contrasting
rheologic properties [Rice, 1992; Chéry et al., 2004; Faulkner et al., 2006]. Such a stress
state would allow for fluid pressures considerably greater than lithostatic, as required for
these scenarios, to exist locally within the fault zone without causing hydrofracture [Rice,
1992; Chéry et al., 2004; Faulkner et al., 2006].

5.2 Models of coupled fluid flow and heat transport

To assess whether realistic fluxes of mantle fluid have the potential to generate
large fluid pressures and localize them onto a vertical fault, we incorporate a mantle
source of fluids in 2-D numerical models of coupled fluid flow and heat transport [e.g.
Hanson et al., 1992, 1995, 1997; Fulton et al., 2008]. We also evaluate whether this
mechanism would be consistent with heat flow and near-surface hydrologic observations.
Our model domain consists of a 150 km long x 12 km thick 2-D cross-section
representative of the seismogenic crust perpendicular to the SAF within the Parkfield
region near SAFOD (Fig. 5.6-5.8, panel A; note that our figures only highlight the 50 km
to each side of the fault). The fault zone is located 50 km from the SW model boundary.
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Figure 5.6: Model domain and results for model scenarios with maximum country rock
permeability, kcountry_max, oriented horizontally. The panels highlight the 50 km to each
side of the fault, although the model domain extends another 50 km to the NE, A) Model
domain showing the orientation of country rock permeability and a 500 m wide lowpermeability fault zone representing the SAF. A flux of mantle-derived water is
prescribed along the model base from the fault zone to 50 km NE (blue arrows). B)
Steady-state fluid pressure ratio (λ) results from the model scenario with country rock
permeability defined by kdepth15 and an anisotropy ratio of 100:1. C) Depth-averaged
values of λ for both kdepth14 (red) and kdepth15 (blue) simulations. D) Simulated heat flow at
100-200 m depth from both kdepth14 (red) and kdepth15 (blue) simulations; there is very little
difference between the two results. E) Surface discharge from both kdepth14 (red) and
kdepth15 (blue) simulations; again there is very little difference between the two.
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Figure 5.7: T Model domain and results for simulations with maximum country rock
permeability, kcountry_max, oriented with a dip of 30o to the NE. Panel descriptions are the
same as in Fig. 5.6.
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region around SAFOD, with maximum country rock permeability, kcountry_max, oriented
with a dip of 30o to the NE and a low-permeability seal extending from the fault zone 10
km NE at 3 – 4 km depth. Panel descriptions are the same as in Fig. 5.6.
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The sides of the model are prescribed as no-flow boundaries for fluid flow and heat
transport. Atmospheric pressure and temperature are prescribed at the top boundary. The
bottom boundary is assigned a basal heat flux of 64 mW/m2, and radioactive heat
production is set at a constant value of 1.2 µW/m3 throughout the model domain, a value
typical of measured values within the area [Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980; Williams et al.,
2004]. Thermal conductivity values are prescribed as 2.5 Wm-1K-1 for rock and 0.6 Wm1

K-1 for water. Together, the heat sources result in a near-surface heat flow equivalent to

the observed regional average of 78 mW/m2 and a temperature of ~350 oC at 12 km depth
along the model base, corresponding to the base of the seismogenic crust [Lachenbruch
and Sass, 1980; Sass et al., 1997; Williams et al., 2004; Fulton et al., 2004b]. We do not
include any frictional heat production on the fault zone.

5.2.1 Flux of mantle-derived fluids

Based on the inferred structure of serpentinized mantle wedge material beneath
Cascadia and the age of the SAF system, we calculate a realistic estimate of the potential
dehydration fluid source. Assuming a 20 km thick wedge of mantle material that is 50%
serpentinized [Bostock et al., 2002; Kirby et al., 2002] and fully dehydrates over 25 Myr,
we estimate an average water flux of 3.4x10-9 kg s-1 per m2 of basal area. This is roughly
equivalent to the maximum pulse of water (averaged over a 0.5 Myr interval) estimated
from lower crustal dehydration [Fulton et al., 2008; Fulton et al., 2005; Fulton et al.,
2004a]. Even larger fluid fluxes may be possible if dehydration of the serpentinized
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mantle occurs over a shorter period of time. In Fulton et al. [2008], however, it is shown
that short-lived fluid sources derived from crustal dehydration result in overpressures that
dissipate within a few hundreds of kyr after sources diminish. By choosing 25 Myr as the
duration for dehydration, our calculations provide the largest average fluid flux from
dehydrating serpentinized mantle that would likely affect locations along the entire strike
of the SAF. Our study focuses solely on mantle-derived water, although additional fluids
such as CO2 may play a complementary role in generating overpressures [e.g. Bredehoeft
and Ingebritsen, 1990; Kharaka et al., 1999; Faulkner and Rutter, 2001]. We note,
however, that our estimated mass flux of mantle-derived water is more than 12 times
greater than estimated fluxes of a mantle-derived CO2 inferred from geochemical
observations near Parkfield [Kennedy et al., 1997; Kharaka et al., 1999; Faulkner and
Rutter, 2001].
On the basis of observations that suggest the greatest mantle fluid source is NE of
the fault zone (see Section 5.1.1), and the spatial extent of the zone of serpentinized
mantle wedge material inferred beneath Cascadia (Fig. 5.4) [Bostock et al., 2002], we
prescribe the dehydration driven fluid flux for 50 km along the model base, from the fault
zone to the NE (Figs. 5.6-5.8, panel A). The location of these fluid sources to NE of the
fault is also consistent with the expected location of serpentinized mantle material
relative to the estimated location of the paleotrench ~160 km SW of the SAF at Parkfield
(Fig. 5.4B) [Kirby et al., 2002]. The incoming water is prescribed a temperature of
350oC as it enters the model domain. Densities are assigned values of 2600 kg m-3 for
rock [Boness and Zoback, 2004] and 1000 kg.m-3 for water at 25oC, which changes by 0.375 kg m-3 per oC [Voss, 1984].
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We solve the equations for 2-D coupled fluid flow and heat transport using the
finite-element code SUTRA [Voss, 1984]. We run simulations to steady-state, in order to
determine the maximum pressures that could be generated.

We also run transient

simulations for a subset of our models, in order to illustrate the time evolution of
pressure. In these transient simulations, we start with a hydrostatic initial condition to
illustrate the potential for fluid pressure generation solely from mantle dehydration.
These transient simulations incorporate values of rock and water compressibility of 1x109

and 4x10-10 Pa-1 [Neuzil, 1986; Ge and Garven, 1992; Voss, 1984] and heat capacities

of 1000 and 4182 J.kg-1K-1, for rock and water respectively [Taylor et al., 1982; Mossop
et al., 1997; Voss, 1984]. Because total stresses within the fault zone may be magnified
[e.g. Rice, 1992; Chéry et al., 2004; Faulkner et al., 2006], and because our focus is to
test the basic hypothesis that mantle fluids have the potential to contribute in localized
overpressure development, our models do not include a feedback on permeability and
pressure that may result from possible hydrofracture.

5.2.2 Permeability architecture

In our models, we consider a series of different permeability architectures for the
crust.

For the permeability of the country rock (kc), we assign maximum values

following a permeability-depth relation derived specifically for continental crust
undergoing prograde metamorphism (termed kdepth14) [Ingebritsen and Manning, 1999]:

log(k c max ) = −14 − 3.2 ⋅ log( z )

Eq. 5.8
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where z is depth in kilometers. We further consider country rock permeability one order
of magnitude lower than that defined by Eq. 5.8 (kdepth15), which is also consistent with
the range of constraints used to construct this curve [Manning and Ingebritsen, 1999].
Porosity ranging from 10-1 to ~10-3 is defined by assuming a Kozeny-Carman relationship
between permeability and porosity and follows a similar decrease with depth [Carman,
1956; Ingebritsen and Manning, 1999]. Details regarding fault zone permeability and the
degree and direction of permeability anisotropy for each suite of models are described in
the following sections.

5.2.2.1 Fault Barrier

Observations in and around the SAFOD borehole have been interpreted to
indicate that the SAF acts as a barrier to fluid flow within more permeable country rock.
Well data from both sides of the fault within the Parkfield region reveal a fluid pressure
contrast across the fault, with sub-hydrostatic pressures to the SW (λc ≤ 0.38) and ~12
MPa of overpressure at 1.5 km depth, 1.4 km to the NE of the fault (λc = 0.42) [Johnson
and McEvilly, 1995; Zoback and Hickman, 2005]. Mud gas chemistry observations
during drilling of the SAFOD borehole include sharp contrasts in the mantle helium
signature other fluid chemistry across the fault [Wiersberg and Erzinger, 2007; Erzinger
and Wiersburg, 2007], and reduced gas flux within the fault zone [Erzinger and
Wiersburg, 2007]. Geophysical logs, cuttings, and core observations are consistent with
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this conceptual model, as they reveal a primary clay-rich fault plane formed within a <
650 m thick clay-rich interval of shale and siltstone [e.g. Solum et al., 2007].
To simulate a fault acting as a barrier, we implement a ~500 m wide low
permeability zone in our models, with the fault permeability (kfmax) three orders of
magnitude lower than that of the country rock (kcmax). This corresponds to the difference
between permeability curves calibrated specifically for brittle continental crust [Manning
and Ingebritsen, 1999] and laboratory data for clay-rich fault gouge [Faulkner, 2004].
We specify the direction of maximum permeability (kfmax) to be parallel to the fault. As
an initial model scenario, we specify that the direction of maximum permeability in the
country rock (kcmax) is horizontal. The ratio of anisotropy for both the fault and country
rock is prescribed a value of 100:1.

5.2.2.2 Fault Barrier and NE-dipping Country Rock Anisotropy

For a wide range of 2-D hydrogeologic and fault zone structures, including
models similar to our initial fault barrier model described above, the ability to localize
fluid pressure from a regional fluid source within a near-vertical fault zone has proved
difficult [e.g. Fulton et al., 2008]. On the basis of previous studies [e.g. Flemings et al.,
2002], which show that dipping permeable strata can focus overpressures towards their
updip termini by a hydraulic condition known as the centroid effect, we evaluate the role
of dipping hydrogeologic structures within the country rock as a potential means of
localizing fluid pressures along the fault zone. In our model scenarios, rather than
prescribing discrete permeable pathways, we assume the direction of maximum
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permeability in the country rock (kcmax) dips 30o to the NE. This corresponds to the
direction of paleo-subduction recorded within the Franciscan Complex and to the
orientation of several large thrust faults and other geologic structures within the
Franciscan Complex and other geologic units NE of the fault zone (Fig. 5.3) [e.g. Bailey
et al., 1964; Wakayabashi, 1999; Guzofski et al., 2007]. Additionally, at this orientation
faults and fractures in the country rock are likely to be critically-stressed for failure
(assuming µc ~ 0.6 and with σ1 nearly fault-normal), and as observed in other deep
boreholes, these critically-stressed faults and fractures may act as the most permeable
pathways for fluid flow [Barton et al., 1995; Townend and Zoback, 2000]. As in our
other model simulations, we prescribe the ratio of anisotropy for both the fault and
country rock as 100:1. We evaluate the sensitivity of our model results to the magnitude
of anisotropy by also conducting a subset of simulations in which we maintain the value
of the maximum permeability and allow the anisotropy ratio for both the fault and
country rock to vary between 5:1 and 500:1.

5.2.2.3 SAFOD specific – NE-dipping Anisotropy and a Serpentinite Seal

In addition to model scenarios with NE-dipping permeability anisotropy in the
country rock, which may generally represent much of the San Andreas Fault system
along its strike, we also evaluate a scenario specific to the Parkfield region, where
additional large-scale hydrogeologic structures have been inferred. In particular, in this
area a sub-horizontal serpentinite unit is thought to extend ~10-15 km from the fault zone
to the NE at a depth of 2-3 km [e.g. McPhee et al., 2004]. This unit is associated with the
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Coast Range Ophiolite and has been mapped or inferred along much of the SAF system
in Northern and Central California [Irwin and Barnes, 1975; Irwin, 1990]. On the basis
of geophysical observations and the distribution of surface springs, the serpentinite has
been interpreted to act as a low-permeability seal that promotes overpressure
development beneath it [Irwin and Barnes, 1975; Eberhart-Phillips and Michael, 1993].
For a set of Parkfield-specific scenarios, we model this structure as a low-permeability
zone (10-20 m2) from 3 to 4 km depth, extending from the fault zone 10 km to the NE
(Fig. 5.8).

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Pore pressures

Results of model simulations with a fault acting as a barrier and with maximum
permeability anisotropy in the country rock oriented horizontally show that a realistic
mantle fluid source is capable of generating moderate steady-state fluid overpressures
(Fig. 5.6). For our low permeability scenario (kdepth15), depth-averaged values of λ reach
0.61, with pressures along much of the base of the model to the NE of the fault reaching
values of λc ≈ 1.10 (Fig. 5.6, panels B and C). Most of the high pressure occurs at depths
< 5 km (Fig. 5.6B); excess pressure within the fault zone (Pf – Phydro) is ~ 1 MPa at 3 km
depth and 17.2 MPa at 6 km depth. These pressures are considerably larger than those
generated by crustal dehydration sources; depth-averaged pressure ratios in those models
peak at values of λ ≤ 0.46 for a similar permeability architecture and are short-lived due
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to the limited time over which sources are active [Fulton et al., 2008]. For our higher
permeability scenario (kdepth14), depth-averaged overpressure is considerably smaller, with
the largest values of λ ≈ 0.40 (Fig. 5.6C). Although the resultant fluid pressure ratios
from the low permeability scenario are much larger than hydrostatic, the overpressures
are not large enough to explain a weak SAF, and they are distributed over a broad zone
NE of the fault and above the fluid source region, rather then localized within the fault
zone, as is needed for fluid pressures to explain relative fault weakness (Fig. 5.6, panels
B and C).
In model simulations with NE-dipping permeable pathways truncated by a low
permeability SAF acting as a barrier, we find that large fluid pressures can be focused
towards the fault (i.e. localized) (Fig. 5.7). Fluid pressure ratios along the fault reach
values considerably larger than for the case in which maximum permeability in the
country rock is horizontal (Fig. 5.6). For the low permeability scenario (kdepth15), depthaveraged λ reaches values of 0.66 – 0.71 within the 1 km NE of the fault plane; notably,
the greatest values occur within the 500 m wide fault zone and near its NE edge. Along
the edge of the fault zone, toward the model base, pore pressure ratios reach values of λf
≈ 2.0.

Values of λ to the NE of the fault diminish to near hydrostatic values

(λ < 0.4) over a distance of ~13 km from the fault (Fig. 5.7, panels B-C). To the SW of
the fault, there is an even sharper contrast in pore pressure, with near-hydrostatic values
immediately on the SW side of the fault zone (λ < 0.4). Excess pore pressure within the
fault zone at 3 km depth is ~ 7 MPa, and 45 MPa at 6 km depth. Results of simulations
with our higher permeability scenario (kdepth14) exhibit similar characteristics, but with
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lower fluid pressure ratios; the maximum depth-averaged value of λ for this scenario is
0.41 compared to 0.71 for kdepth15 (Fig. 5.7C) and also occurs within the fault zone.
For our suite of models designed to represent the hydrogeologic structure around
Parkfield, CA and the SAFOD site, the low-permeability serpentinite unit enhances
pressure generation from the mantle fluid source and assists in creating large localized
fluid pressure within the fault zone at all depths below ~3 km (Fig. 5.8). For the lowpermeability scenario (kdepth15), depth-averaged overpressures peak within the fault zone
at λf = ~ 1.16, with values within the fault zone near the model base of λf ≈ 2.0 – 2.5, and
λ = ~1.6 beneath the serpentinite seal at ~ 4 km depth within the 500 m NE of the fault
(Fig. 5.8, panels B and C). Excess pressure at 3 km depth is 14 MPa, and 160 MPa at 6
km depth. For the higher permeability scenario (kdepth14), depth-averaged values of λf are
~ 0.46, maximum fluid pressure ratios near the base of the fault are λf = ~0.58, and λ = ~
0.50 – 0.51 beneath the serpentinite seal at 4 km depth, within the fault zone and
extending to 2.5 km NE. Although the greatest fluid pressure ratios are near the fault
zone, elevated fluid pressures are present in both of these scenarios (kdepth14 and kdepth15)
over a broad region spanning 10-15 km NE of the fault beneath the serpentinite seal.
Such pressures may help weaken the fault zone and nearby country rock, and also explain
the low seismic velocities (Vp) and high Vp/Vs ratios observed at these depths NE of the
SAF near Parkfield interpreted as indicating the presence of overpressures [EberhartPhillips and Michael, 1993].
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5.3.2 Effect on heat flow and surface discharge

Despite the localization of large fluid pressures near and within the fault zone in
our models that include dipping permeability anisotropy in the country rock, very little
effect on heat flow due to advection, or on surface fluid discharge, is expected (Figs. 5.65.8, panels D and E). Simulated heat flow from these model scenarios is marked by an
increase of <10 mW/m2 near the fault (Figs 5.6-5.8, panel E). This spatial variability in
heat flow is consistent with the range of observed heat flow scatter around the fault and is
considerably less then the missing ~40 mW/m2 near-fault anomaly expected from
frictional heating [e.g. Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980; Fulton and Saffer, 2008].
Similarly, values of surface discharge extracted from our model results exhibit
only a small increase near the fault.

In simulations with NE-dipping country rock

anisotropy, the peak discharge is <1.0 cm/yr.

This small rate of discharge is not

sufficient to generate a noticeable seep / spring at the surface (Fig. 5.7E), and is
consistent with the general lack of springs along the surface trace of the fault [Waring,
1965; Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980; Kharaka et al., 1999]. For both simulated heat flow
and surface discharge, there is very little difference in results between our two
permeability scenarios (kdepth14 and kdepth15)(Figs. 5.6-5.8, panel E).

5.3.3 Sensitivity to degree of anisotropy

Sensitivity analysis shows that the stronger the anisotropy in the country rock, the
greater effect NE-dipping permeable pathways have in generating large, localized fluid
pressures along the fault zone (Fig. 5.9). For our low permeability scenario (kdepth15), an
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Figure 5.9: Sensitivity of model results to the magnitude of anisotropy in country rock
permeability. Results are shown for models with NE-dipping maximum permeability
anisotropy. Maximum permeability (kcountry_max) is held constant for each simulation, but
the anisotropy ratio is changed. A) Depth-averaged values of λ for kdepth15 simulations
with anisotropy ratios of 5:1, 10:1, 50:1, 100:1, 500:1. B) Simulated heat flow for the
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simulated heat flow (panel B) and discharge (not shown).
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anisotropy ratio of 10:1 generates a peak depth-averaged fluid pressure ratio at the fault
of λf = 0.43, whereas anisotropy ratios of 100:1 and 500:1 generate depth-averaged λf
values as high as 0.71 and 1.12, respectively.
Although increased anisotropy focuses greater pressures on the fault, the resulting
fluid flow in all cases has a similarly small effect on heat flow (<10 mW/m2) (Fig 5.9A).
In addition, only slight differences in surface discharge result from the different
anisotropy values (Fig. 5.9B). Simulated surface discharge peaks near the fault at values
<1.4 cm/yr for an anisotropy ratio of 500:1, and at < 1.0 cm/yr for anisotropy of 100:1.
As mentioned above, these discharge values are considered to be small, and are
consistent with the general lack of surface springs along the fault trace.

5.3.4 Transient results

To investigate the evolution of fluid overpressures resulting from a realistic
mantle fluid source, we ran transient simulations for a subset of our models. For our
model scenario incorporating low crustal permeability (kdepth15), a fault barrier, and NEdipping maximum country rock permeability, large localized fluid pressures (similar to
those illustrated in the steady-state results of Fig. 5.7) develop within only 2 - 3 Myr (Fig.
5.10A). To illustrate the evolution of overpressures, we report overpressures normalized
to the steady-state value, defined by the excess pressure (P – hydrostatic pressure) at a
given time divided by excess pressure at steady-state:

% ss = Pexcess / Pexcess _ ss ⋅ 100

Eq. 5.9.
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By ~2 Myr, depth-average pressures within the fault zone reach 50% of the
steady-state values (Fig. 5.10B); this suggests that a realistic mantle source would
strongly affect pore pressures in the vicinity of the fault zone shortly after the passage of
the MTJ and the establishment of the fault zone as a barrier to fluid flow.

Fluid

pressures within the fault zone continue to rise quickly, reaching >90% of the steady-state
value by ~10 Myr, and are maintained at these levels until 25 Myr, the end of our
simulation and the cessation our fluid source based on the assumptions described above
(Sec. 5.2.1).

5.4 Discussion

Using a realistic (though slightly conservative) estimate of mantle-derived fluid
flux [Kirby et al., 2002], and incorporating hydrogeologic structures consistent with
observations, our results illustrate the potential role of mantle-derived fluids in causing
both the absolute and relative weakness of the SAF.

Our results are unique in that 1)

they provide a plausible mechanism for the generation of large sustained fluid pressures
that are localized along a near-vertical fault zone without having to invoke a basal
pressure boundary directly beneath the fault, complex fault permeability behaviors, or
transient processes such as shear compaction or thermal pressurization [e.g. Byerlee,
1990; Rice, 1992; Sleep and Blanpied, 1992; Andrews, 2002]; and 2) they are also
consistent with observations that suggest the fault zone acts as a barrier to fluid flow
[Zoback and Hickman, 2005; Solum et al., 2006; Wiersberg and Erzinger, 2007] and
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elevated fluid pressures observed immediately NE of the SAF [Johnson and McEvilly,
1995; Zoback and Hickman, 2005].

As mentioned earlier, although indications of

elevated fluid pressure were not observed within the fault zone during drilling [Zoback
and Hickman, 2005], this does not necessarily indicate that the fault is not overpressured,
since low-permeability units can require a long period of time for a borehole to respond
to in situ pressures.
Our results show that large fluid pressures are generated in scenarios with low, yet
reasonable, country rock permeability (kdepth15). Additionally, our results illustrate that
strongly anisotropic country rock permeability resulting from NE-dipping permeable
faults and fractures can focus fluid pressures along a low-permeability fault zone, and has
very little effect on heat flow and surface fluid discharge, causing < 10 mW/m2 increase
in heat flow and <1.0 cm/yr of surface discharge near the fault.
In order for mantle sources to generate large fluid pressures localized along the
fault crustal permeabilities near the lower bound of those defined Manning and
Ingebritsen, [1999] are required.

However, it is important to note that additional

processes may act in combination with mantle sources to generate elevated pore
pressures. Pressures generated by other regional geologic forcings such as tectonic
compaction [Berry et al., 1973], crustal dehydration [Fulton et al., 2008], or CO2 release
[Faulkner and Rutter, 2002] would also be focused toward the fault zone along dipping
permeable pathways and add to the effects of mantle dehydration sources.
Additionally, localized fluid pressures and low friction coefficient material within
the fault zone may act in combination to account for geomechanical observations that
imply a weak fault in a much stronger crust. However, as illustrated in Figure 5.11
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(derived from Eqs. 5.2-5.4), for all fault zone friction coefficients µf ≥ 0.3, fluid pressures
in the fault zone would need to be lithostatic or greater (λf ≥ 1) in order to explain an
active fault plane oriented at 69o to σ1 (ψ = 69o). To account for an orientation of ψ =
85o, supra-lithostatic pressures are needed for all values of µf ≥ 0.07. Measurements on
cuttings from Phases 1 and 2 of SAFOD drilling and from rock outcrop samples within
the area generally demonstrate values of µc > 0.55 – 0.6 [Tembe et al., 2006; Carpenter et
al., 2007]. However, Figure 5.11 also shows that by relaxing the assumption that µc =
0.6, similarly large fluid pressures are still necessary within the fault zone for a given
value of µf and values of µc = 0.4 or even µc = 0.2 (Fig. 5.11, dashed and dotted lines).
The weakest material documented from measurements on cuttings is a fine-grained shear
zone with values of µ = 0.4 [Tembe et al., 2006]. Weak materials such as serpentinite
generally exhibit values of µ > 0.2 [Moore et al., 1997; Carpenter et al., 2007], although
talc, which has been observed as a coating on some fault zone cuttings from SAFOD,
when unmixed with other minerals, may have values of µ ≈ 0.1 [Moore and Rymer,
2007; Moore and Lockner, 2008]. Even with weak materials such as these in the fault
zone, large localized fluid pressures would still be needed to account for the steepest
inferred orientations (ψ) between σH and the SAF (Fig. 5.11).
Our models show that NE-dipping faults and fractures may allow fluid pressures
from a broad fluid source region to the NE of the fault to be focused toward the fault zone
through hydraulic transfer (i.e. the centroid effect). In our models, this results in a broad
zone of slightly increased in heat flow (<10 mW/m2) that peaks near the fault. (Figs. 5.75.8, panel D; Fig. 5.9B). While evaluation of the effects this mechanism on helium
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transport is beyond the scope of this study, we note that the transport of both heat and
chemical species are known to occur in a very separate manner [e.g. Castro et al., 2005];
the diffusivity of helium is at least 2 orders of magnitude less than thermal diffusivity,
and thus the critical permeability necessary for advective helium transport is considerably
lower than that for heat. Thus, mantle helium would be susceptible to advective transport
along NE-dipping permeable pathways and be ubiquitous above, or NW of, the source.
As described above, a sharp increase in the signature of mantle helium is seen across the
SAF with a mantle component as much as 25% within the 1.4 km NE of the fault zone
near Parkfield, CA [Kennedy et al., 1997; Kharaka et al., 1999; Wiersberg and Erzinger,
2007]. These observations are generally consistent with permeable pathways focusing
mantle helium towards a fault zone acting as a barrier.
Our results also show that the focusing mechanisms described here could have an
effect on fault zone fluid pressures soon after the creation of the SAF (Fig. 5.10).
Though most of our model simulations are run to steady-state, our transient results
illustrate that large localized fluid pressures, similar to the steady-state results, can be
generated within only a few Myr after the passage of the MTJ and the establishment of
the SAF as a hydrologic barrier. Assuming the MTJ migrates northward at a rate ~40
km/Myr, the long duration of large localized fluid pressures, as shown by Fig. 5.10B,
implies that mantle-derived water and the focusing mechanisms described above could
have a considerable effect on nearly the entire length of the SAF, unlike the short-lived
effects expected for crustal dehydration [Fulton et al., 2008]. The southward increase in
pressures implied by our transient results is also consistent with geomechanical
interpretations that suggest progressive weakening of the fault with age [Provost and
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Houston, 2003].

Specifically, stress orientations inferred from earthquake focal

mechanisms in the crust surrounding the SAF reveal an increase in ψ (the angle between
the maximum compressive stress and the SAF system) from 55o in the Northern
California immediately south of the MTJ, to 62o in the San Francisco Bay Area, and 74o
just north of Parkfield [Provost and Houston, 2003].

5.5 Conclusions

Overall, our models illustrate a plausible mechanism for localizing fluid pressures
along the SAF, and in a manner consistent with inferred mechanical weakness along
much of its length. We illustrate the potential for a large source of water from the
mantle, and quantify the contribution of this source to the generation of elevated fluid
pressures within the seismogenic crust, and along the SAF in particular. Our results also
draw attention to a potential mechanism for localizing fluid pressures along the SAF.
The SAF, or any other large fault zone, that acts as a flow barrier and truncates dipping
permeable pathways within the surrounding country rock could allow for similar
pathways to focus pressure, such that large fluid pressure ratios are created locally along
the fault zone. Although our study focuses on a near-vertical SAF, similar localization of
fluid pressures may also occur within accretionary wedges where relative fault weakness
has also been inferred [e.g. Byrne and Fisher, 1990], and a low-permeability décollement
or large-offset thrust splays may truncate dipping strata that could transfer pressure from
greater depths. Overall, our results illustrate that realistic fluid sources and simple
permeability architectures have the potential to generate large, localized, and sustained
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fluid pressures in a manner that could account for both the absolute and relative weakness
of major plate boundary fault zones, and in a manner consistent with a broad range of
geological, geochemical, geomechanical and thermal data [e.g. Eberhart-Phillips and
Michael, 1993; Fulton et al., 2004; McPhee et al., 2004; Townend and Zoback, 2004;
Williams et al., 2004; Hickman and Zoback, 2005; Zoback and Hickman, 2005;
Wiersberg and Erzinger, 2007].
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